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‘A positive side effect of the climate conference in Glasgow
is that it has attracted a lot of attention. That is an important side effect of events of that kind. There is growing
public pressure to take action now that the consequences
of climate change are more and more visible – heat waves,
wildfires and flooding. But with the agreements made in
Scotland, we are not going to succeed in keeping global
temperatures down to around two degrees, let alone one
and a half. For that, the agreements the world leaders made
are too stingy and non-binding. The intentions sound
wonderful, but ultimately this is about investments and
clear agreements. Just take the 100 billion dollars per year
that was promised earlier for helping poor countries to reduce their emissions and combat the effects of climate
change. That sounds like a massive sum and a sympathetic
gesture but given the scale of the global economy it is far
too meagre. And not even that 100 billion was pledged in
Glasgow. As for the implementation, a lot of things are extremely unclear. For instance, China counts as a developing country in the UN context. So are the Americans going
to subsidize their rival?
‘In front of the cameras, much was made of the pledge to
spend 19 billion dollars on ending deforestation by 2030.
The intention is good: forests are important for the climate,
they put moisture into the atmosphere and absorb CO2. But
who is going to pay for what, when and how much? How
will this be monitored? The agreements are so vague.
‘The question is, do we want to continue doing things this
way? Under the UN all 200 Member States have to reach
unanimous agreements. Maybe we should negotiate and
make decisions at a more regional level. We have calculated
that European forests sequester 10 per cent of the total
greenhouse gas emissions in Europe. With good forest
management and reforestation, and by using more wood
sustainably for the likes of buildings, bioplastics and bioenergy, you could boost that to 20 per cent. Maybe we shouldn’t
legislate for that through the UN, but with concrete measures within the European Green Deal, for instance.’
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PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

New programme in
technological design
Successful test of
Wageningen Covid vaccine
Tests with S1-VLP, the Wageningen
coronavirus vaccine, have been successful.
Even a low dose produced a good immune
response in mice. The Wageningen
research groups Virology, Bioprocess
Technology and Biochemistry published
this result in early October in mBio.
The vaccine, a protein that is made in
the cells of a moth, can be produced on
a large scale: a single bioreactor with
insect cells can supply a million doses.
Danish partners of the Wageningen
researches have also developed a similar
protein vaccine, ABNCoV2, which was
tested earlier this year in a clinical trial
by Radboud University Medical Centre
in Nijmegen. It is now in the final trial
phase. If that too is successful, the
pharmaceutical company Bavarian
Nordic will bring it on the market.
Info: gorben.pijlman@wur.nl

This Engineering Doctorate is specifically
geared to design. WUR says it will play an
important role in the translation of scientific
knowledge into practical applications, for
example developing robots for use on the
farm of the future, or smart wildlife overpasses that facilitate mobility among wild
animals.
Wageningen is following the example set by
the other Dutch technical universities, which
have had a similar option for some time.
Pieter Munster, a policy officer at Corporate
Strategy & Accounts, says there is clearly a
demand for this in the Wageningen domain.
This postgraduate programme is shorter
than a PhD — two instead of four years —
and also has a different focus. ‘PhD research
projects are intended to push the boundaries
of science whereas engineering doctorates
are much more practical: they are all about
a specific design assignment for a specific
organization,’ explains Munster.
Master’s students and organizations that
have a possible assignment are welcome

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

Wageningen is introducing a new kind of degree programme: a two-year
postgraduate course in technological design. The programme is called
Designs for Agrifood & Ecological Systems and will be accepting candidates
from 1 January.

to contact Wageningen. In addition to six
places funded by Wageningen, there is also
room for externally funded candidates.
Info: www.wur.eu/engd

PLANT SCIENCES

PHOTO ERGO MEDIAPRODUCTIES

New high-tech
electric greenhouse
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Wageningen Campus now has a new high-tech research
greenhouse, Serre Red. It runs on electricity rather than
fossil fuel. The greenhouse stands out globally for its size
(4000 m2), the fact that it is divided into over 60 compart
ments and the extremely stringent safety standards,
enabling disease trials and genetic modification. All the
compartments have their own climate control, air filters
and access locks. Most of the technical equipment is
contained under the greenhouse so that the compartments
get enough light and there are no issues with shadows.
Access to the facility is subject to strict conditions.
However, there is a virtual tour available on www.wur.eu/
serre-red where everyone can view the greenhouse and
learn about the researchers and their experiments.
Info: dolf.straathof@wur.nl

UPDATE

CLIMATE

Eastern Amazon forest emits CO2

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

The eastern part of the Amazon rainforest emits more CO2 than it absorbs.
This finding is based on years of measurements by an international team of
scientists. The researchers were surprised by the results.

Over the past nine years, the researchers
took nearly 1000 samples of the air above
the rainforest from small planes. The
repeated measurements of carbon dioxide
show that the eastern Amazon forest emits
more CO2 than it absorbs, while the western
Amazon still has a small net uptake of CO2.
The team, which included Wageningen
professor of Meteorology and Air Quality
Wouter Peters, published their findings in
July in Nature.
According to the study, the difference can be
explained by deforestation. Brazil has a lot

of forest fires, which are used to clear land
for agriculture. Deforestation is making
eastern areas more susceptible to periods
of drought, which lead to more trees dying
off. The result is increasing deterioration
in the ecosystem. The researchers suspect
that this is contributing to the further loss
of rainforest and yet more drought. The
western part of the Amazon is more unspoilt
and experiences a less intensive dry period.
The researchers also found an unexpectedly
large change in the climate in the east,
with temperatures rising by four times

as much as the global average in the past
40 years. Rainfall fell by almost a third in
the area most severely affected by
deforestation, with a particularly strong
effect in the hot, dry period from August to
October. ‘The peak in warming and drought
and the reduced carbon uptake in the
eastern Amazon are worrying,’ says Peters.
‘The associated decline in rainfall suggests
a change in the tropical water cycle. We
urgently need to protect the Amazon
rainforest better.’
Info: wouter.peters@wur.nl

WAGENINGEN ACADEMY

5th Executive MBA in Food & Agribusiness
A new and diverse group of professionals started on the Executive
MBA in Food & Agribusiness in November. This programme
for mid-career professionals in Food & Agribusiness is run by
Wageningen and TIAS Business School. Seven nationalities are
represented in the new cohort, the proportion of men to women is
60-40, and they come from multinationals, family businesses and
startups. One third of the participants are Wageningen alumni

with eight to 20 years of relevant work experience.
Looking back on the past five years of this programme, we can see
that EMBA graduates have matured into highly competent leaders.
The EMBA prepared them to take important steps and tackle new
challenges in their professional lives, whether that meant founding a private company or becoming a sustainability consultant.
More information about the MBA programme: www.wur.eu/mba
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

GREEN RAW MATERIALS

Bird flu is not passed on
to chickens via the air

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

The risk of airborne transmission of
the highly pathogenic avian flu virus
from wild birds to poultry in a barn is
virtually zero, conclude researchers at
Wageningen Bioveterinary Research.
Previous experience showed that the bird
flu virus can spread through the air from
farm to farm if it is produced in large
quantities by substantial numbers of
infected chickens in a barn. But it was not
known how great the risk is of airborne
transmission from infected wild birds.
The researchers looked specifically at
the transmission via the droppings of
wild waterfowl in the vicinity of poultry
barns. They also assessed the risk of
transmission of the flu virus via aerosols
that are released when infected wild
waterfowl breathe out or snort. It turns
out that the risk of infected droppings
or aerosols entering the barn via the air
inlets is negligible.
Info: armin.elbers@wur.nl

Agricultural waste streams in Asia
are source for sustainable textiles

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

Agriculture in South and Southeast Asia provides waste streams that can be
used for the large-scale production of natural textile fibres. This has been
shown in research by the Institute for Sustainable Communities, the World
Resources Institute and WUR.
The researchers looked at the major agricultural waste streams available in eight
countries — Bangladesh, Cambodia, India,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Thailand
and Vietnam. They considered the waste
streams from more than 40 crops and assessed the potential for extracting cellulose
pulp and fibres as a basis of textiles. Crops
with suitable waste streams are rice, wheat,
maize, okra, oil palm, pineapples, sugar
cane and bananas.
The researchers also identified promising
locations in South and Southeast Asia for
the establishment of textile fibre production
based on these waste streams. Surat Thani
in Thailand and Riau in Indonesia, for exam-

ple, are places where there is a great deal of
biomass left over from palm oil production.
Other suitable locations have access to large
volumes of banana stalks, waste from cane
sugar production, wheat straw, rice straw or
pineapple leaves.
‘The textile industry needs more sustainable
and renewable inputs to reduce its negative impact on the climate,’ says Paulien
Harmsen of Wageningen Food & Biobased
Research. ‘The study sets out a roadmap
for making more sustainable textiles.’ The
research was commissioned by the Laudes
Foundation of the Brenninkmeijer family,
which owns the C&A clothing store chain.
Info: paulien.harmsen@wur.nl

MARINE ECOLOGY

Half of the porpoise calves washed ashore on
the Dutch coast have too high a concentration of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
This is shown by research that Wageningen
Marine Research contributed to, for the period 2006–2019. PCBs are transferred from
the mother to the calf via the placenta and
mother’s milk. When the calf is older, it gets
PCBs from the fish it eats. Nearly 40 per cent
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of the animals studied had concentrations
above the healthy limit. In adult males the
percentage was 90 per cent, compared with
only 10 per cent for females because they
secrete PCBs in their milk. The researchers
did not find a clear-cut relationship with the
cause of death. The study was published in
November in Science of the Total Environment.
Info: martine.vandenheuvel-greve@wur.nl

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

Lots of PCBs in beached porpoises

UPDATE

LIVESTOCK FARMING

MICROBIOLOGY

Researcher Suresh Neethirajan developed the chicken monitoring system
ChickTrack. Cameras, odour sensors and microphones keep an eye on the
condition of each individual chicken. That helps farmers optimize feed and
barn conditions.

PHOTO SFAM

Smart barn keeps
an eye on chickens
Akkermansia bacterium
on the market

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

Pasteurized Akkermansia muciniphila bacteria from the Belgian company A-Mansia
Biotech, a spinoff of WUR and the
Catholic University of Louvain, has been
approved by the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) as a safe food ingredient.
Akkermansia is expected to come on sale as
a nutritional supplement in 2022. The bacterial product restores the function of the
intestinal barrier, leading to a reduction
in inflammations and ultimately better
control of fat storage, glucose metabolism
and energy consumption. People who are
overweight and have risk factors for cardiovascular diseases benefit in particular
from such positive effects.
Info: willem.devos@wur.nl
PLANT SCIENCES

ChickTrack uses video cameras that record
images from various corners of the barn,
as well as thermal cameras, odour sensors
and microphones to record the sounds the
birds make. The system can track individual
chickens based on tiny differences in the
shape and size that humans barely notice
but that can be seen by the computer.
The temperature distribution across the
body is an indicator of the bird’s emotional
state and welfare. ‘We know about the
chicken’s temperature map. Situations
that generate anxiety make the chicken’s
comb and throat change temperature much
more quickly than the rest of the body,’ says
Suresh Neethirajan, an associate professor
in the Adaptation Physiology chair group at
Wageningen. The odour sensors measure

the chicken’s metabolism. ‘Depending
on the feed that they get, they breathe out
various mixtures of chemical compounds.
In principle, we can measure that per bird.
The amounts involved are tiny and so the
sensors have to be incredibly sensitive to
pick them up.’
The system combines all these signals
to provide information on the chicken’s
behaviour and condition. ‘The algorithm can
arrive at a decision in a matter of seconds
and alert the farmer,’ says Neethirajan.
‘The farmer can then adjust the lighting or
humidity in the barn, for example, or change
the feed composition. These adjustments
influence the birds’ behaviour or emotional
state.’
Info: suresh.neethirajan@wur.nl

Removing clippings
makes dykes stronger
Dykes with a dense network of deep
roots are better able to withstand erosion when water levels are high, shows
a study by Wageningen Environmental
Research that was commissioned by the
Directorate-General for Public Works
and Water Management. If clippings are
removed, the root penetration improves
substantially within only three years. ‘If
the clippings are left, plants have access to
food and they expend less energy creating
root systems,’ explains researcher Friso
van der Zee. ‘Removing the clippings and
making the soil poorer encourages plants
to produce more and deeper roots.’
Info: friso.vanderzee@wur.nl
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Protein turns plant
into zombie
An international research team has
discovered a mechanism whereby
parasitic bacteria – known as
phytoplasmas – can control the
development of plants and slow down
the ageing process.
The infected plants change into
zombie plants that are no longer able
to reproduce. The team, with the John
Innes Centre in Norwich (UK) in the
lead, identified a manipulation molecule
developed by the phytoplasmas. In the
plant, the protein causes important
regulators to break down, resulting in
abnormal growth and development.
Phytoplasmas can cause devastating
diseases in food crops, such as
Candidatus Phytoplasma asteris in grains
and vegetables. ‘The identification of
the manipulation molecule provides
insights that can be used to develop
crops with lasting resistance to
phytoplasmas,’ says the Wageningen
professor involved, Richard Immink of
the Laboratory of Molecular Biology.
The research was funded by
Human Frontiers and was part of a
collaboration between The Sainsbury
Laboratory (UK), WUR and Academia
Sinica (Taiwan). The results were
published in Cell.
Info: richard.immink@wur.nl

ECOLOGY

Biodiversity in animals affects
the risk of a pandemic
The variation in mammal species and population sizes in a particular area
jointly determine the risk of transmission of diseases such as COVID-19 from
animals to humans. This is shown by a study of more than 4000 mammal
species around the world.

ILLUSTRATIE WUR

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

If the likelihood of pandemics is to be reduced, it is important to know where the
risk of the transfer of pathogens from wild
animals to humans is greatest. Researchers
led by the Wageningen Wildlife Ecology &
Conservation chair group obtained a picture
of the different species and numbers of individuals found together in an area. They then
took these mammal communities and calculated the extent to which a pathogen would
infect multiple hosts. That allowed them to
predict the risk of disease. The results predict a high risk of disease in tropical areas,
where biodiversity is greatest. But areas of
risk are also found in more temperate zones

such as parts of Europe, North America and
Eurasia.
The scientists also calculated how the risk
of disease could change over the period to
2035. Even minor changes in the relative
presence of various species influence the
risk of disease. ‘A few more of one species
and a few less of another can be all it takes,’
says wildlife ecologist Fred de Boer. ‘Given
that a quarter of all mammal species are in
danger of extinction, it is important to understand how this affects the risk of transmissible diseases,’ says Yingying Wang, who
obtained her PhD for this research.
Info: kevin.matson@wur.nl

MICROBIOLOGY

Black Sea bacteria split sulphate

PHOTO MONGABAY

Daan van Vliet of the Laboratory of
Microbiology found bacteria in the bed of
the Black Sea that can break down sulphur
compounds anaerobically. The researcher
took samples from the sea bed during
an expedition with the Pelagia, a Royal
Netherlands Institute for Sea Research
(NIOZ) ship. Then he cultivated them
anaerobically using the polysaccharide
fucoidan, among other things, as a culture
medium. It is extracted from seaweed and
contains sulphate groups.
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The culture yielded strains of bacteria for
a new genus that Van Vliet called Pontiella.
Genetic analysis showed that the bacteria
contained about 500 genes for making
sulphate-splitting enzymes. ‘This set of enzymes could be useful for the biorefining of
seaweed, which has potential as a raw material for nutritional components, medicines
and fuels.’ Van Vliet obtained a PhD for this
research in September. He now works at
Wageningen Food & Biobased Research.
Info: daan.vanvliet@wur.nl

UPDATE

ANIMAL FEED

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS

PHOTO SHUTTERSTOCK

Nitrogen efficiency
needs to increase

Pigs do well on feed
containing insects

The use of nitrogen needs to be reduced
for environmental targets to be achieved,
but nitrogen is needed to ensure sufficient food production and food security.
That is why measures are needed worldwide to increase nitrogen efficiency,
maximizing the amount of nitrogen
absorbed by the crop. That is one of the
conclusions of scientists from WUR and
elsewhere in a study that was published
in Nature Food in September.
‘However well you apply nitrogen, the
crop will never take up all of it,’ says
co-author Wim de Vries, professor of
Environmental Systems Analysis at
WUR. ‘Some is always lost to the environment. Higher nitrogen efficiency can
limit those losses with little or no negative impact on crop yields.’ According to
De Vries, this can be achieved by applying nitrogen at the right time, in the right
place, using the right fertilizer and in the
right quantity.
Info: wim.devries@wur.nl
PSYCHOLOGY

The larvae of the black soldier fly are a good alternative to soya in
the diet of pigs. A research team from WUR and Leiden University has
reached that conclusion.

‘More trees, fewer
antidepressants’

Insect larvae are potentially a more
sustainable source of protein than soya
because they can be grown on garbage and
the waste streams from food production.
Unlike soya cultivation, growing insects
does not take up fields that could be used
for food crops. The researchers therefore
compared the response of pigs fed a diet
of soymeal as the protein source with the
response of pigs given a diet of larvae
of the black soldier fly as their source
of protein. The scientists measured
microorganisms in the small intestine and
metabolites in the blood. ‘This is termed
the FeedOmics approach,’ says Soumya
Kanti Kar, a researcher at Wageningen
Livestock Research. ‘The approach helps
us to determine the impact of diet on the
intestines and blood at the same time.

Living somewhere surrounded by greenery is good for your mental welfare,
writes the World Health Organization
(WHO) in Green and Blue Spaces and Mental
Health: New Evidence and Perspectives for
Action. Sjerp de Vries of Wageningen
Environmental Research, who was involved in the research for this publication, says it is important that
the WHO has recognized the relationship between greenery in
the locality and mental welfare.
‘That means more attention
will be paid to everyday contact
with small-scale greenery. For
example, there is a negative association between the density of
trees lining streets and the use of
antidepressants.’
Info: sjerp.devries@wur.nl

FeedOmics provides a detailed snapshot of
the response to a diet.’
The results show that the larval feed
promotes intestinal microbes that have a
positive effect on health and ones that are
an indicator for healthy intestines. Pigs
fed on a diet of insects seem to be just as
healthy as or even healthier than pigs on a
soya diet.
The researchers published their findings in
July in Nature Scientific Reports. ‘The timing
couldn’t be better,’ says lead author Kar.
In early September, the EU began allowing
insect protein to be fed to poultry and pigs.
‘That will undoubtedly give a huge boost to
this new industry, which is expected to grow
by a factor of 14 by 2025 to more than 4.1
billion dollars.’
Info: soumya.kar@wur.nl
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More frequent ext
Wildfires, floods, heatwaves and storms: over the past year, we’ve had
a taste of what’s ahead for us, according to the IPCC’s climate report.
Extreme weather is going to become increasingly normal but will still
be hard to predict. Researchers are trying to solve the puzzle from
several different perspectives.
TEXT MARIANNE WILSCHUT PHOTO THOMAS LOHNES/GETTY IMAGES

CLIMATE

reme weather

I

t was like a science fiction film. Armed
with planes, drones, meteorological
towers, scintillometers, soil sensors,
weather balloons with radio sondes and
much more measuring equipment, more
than 60 scientists invaded the Ebro basin in
Catalonia, Spain, last summer. They were
from prominent European and America institutes such as NASA, ESA, the Met Office,
Meteo France and Wageningen University &
Research, and they came to collect data that
could help improve weather modelling, in
the context of the LIASE project.
Improving weather models can improve the
accuracy of predictions about how human
activity affects extreme weather, explains
Oscar Hartogensis, the project leader on
behalf of the Wageningen Meteorology and
Air Quality chair group. ‘Current weather
models have difficulty getting a handle on
dry areas that are irrigated on a large scale,
like this part of Catalonia, or California,
northern Mexico and parts of Iran.’
A large-scale irrigation system was built in
the Ebro basin in the 20th century, for cultivating apples, pears and crops like maize and
alfalfa. ‘In summer, that makes for a big contrast with the surrounding area that is not
irrigated. The temperature difference can be
five degrees. That causes wind circulations
between the dry and the wet areas, which
increase evaporation. These air currents also
provide wildfires with extra oxygen, while
the high levels of evaporation can cause extreme precipitation locally.’ Hartogensis experienced this for himself in the Ebro basin.
‘Towards the end of the LIASE field research,
we witnessed a serious hailstorm. Hailstones
the size of golf balls made short shrift of a
vineyard on the edge of the area.’
VIBRATING AIR
To study the impact of evaporation on the local weather, the researchers looked at all the
processes influencing the evaporation process, such as the transpiration of moisture
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from the stomata of the crops, the impact of
clouds and sunlight on evaporation, and the
impact of that in turn on air circulation patterns. ‘We hope thus to get a better idea of
the interaction between the atmosphere and
the surface.’
Studies like this one in Catalonia are all
pieces of the puzzle that scientists are putting together in the hope of being able to
predict extreme weather more accurately. In
August, the IPCC, the UN’s climate panel,
warned the world in a new report that
without drastic measures to limit global
warming to 1.5 degrees, we will face greater
extremes of weather such as heavy rainfall,
severe cyclones, more frequent and intense
heatwaves, and extreme drought. An analy-

‘The Earth’s
climate is not
changing in
the same way
everywhere’
sis by Munich Re, one of the world’s biggest reinsurers, shows that the number of
weather-related disasters has increased significantly since 1980. The biggest increases
were in the number of floods, heatwaves
and periods of extreme drought. The main
regions affected by these events are North
America, Asia and Australia/ Oceania.
It is highly likely that these extremes will
become more normal, and yet it remains
difficult to predict these weather phenomena. ‘Weather systems just are complex and
the climate on Earth is not changing in the

same way everywhere,’ says Hartogensis.
‘In countries that have a rainy season, such
as Bangladesh, it is clear that the monsoon
has started behaving differently, and rainy
seasons are either becoming wetter or less
wet. Which variant occurs is hard to predict.
In north-western Europe, the seasons are
largely governed by large-scale weather
complexes. Those circulation patterns get
disturbed more often nowadays. The jet
stream – the strong wind blowing high in
the atmosphere – gets blocked, and as a
consequence we get longer periods of heavier rain or longer periods of hot, dry weather.
We could see that during recent summers.’
LIVING WITH FIRE
Because of those longer periods of drought
and higher temperatures, countries in northwestern Europe and even the northernmost
parts of Scandinavia, Russia, Canada and
Alaska, will be affected by wildfires more often. ‘Due to climate change, the Netherlands
must not just learn to live with water, but
also with fire,’ says the Wageningen wildfire expert Cathelijne Stoof. In 2020 alone,
there were 724 wildfires in the Netherlands
– 177 more than the previous year. Unlike
the battle with water, awareness of wildfires
and preparation for dealing with them are in
their infancy in the Netherlands. ‘The Dutch
fire brigade is more specialized in dealing
with fires in buildings, whereas the dynamics of wildfires are quite different. We are
seeing too that the changing climate is making wildfires so intense that they can change
the weather in their turn. Thunderclouds
can build up because of the tremendous
heat, for example. Due to the electric storms
and the wind from such weather complexes,
the fire can spread faster in different directions. This makes it less safe to fight the fire.
In 2017, 64 people died in Portugal because
of this, in some cases because people in
their cars got trapped by the fire when trying
to escape.’
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In the Ebro basin in Catalonia, Spain, scientists from European and American institutes are collecting data to help improve weather models of dry areas
that are irrigated on a large scale.

Stoof does research on wildfires in countries
including Portugal and Spain, and founded
Pyrolife, a programme in which 15 European
PhD researchers are being trained as
interdisciplinary experts on wildfire
research. She proposes that when fire breaks
out, a meteorologist should analyse all the
weather data from a distance, so that the fire
brigade can be warned in time of changes
in wind direction or humidity. She also feels
that more money should be invested in fire
prevention worldwide. ‘We need a more
inclusive approach to fire. The firefighting
world is incredibly masculine with big fire
engines and helicopters that turn out with
a lot of fanfare, but firefighting alone isn’t
going to cut it anymore. You can achieve
more with an integral, preventive approach
in collaboration with nature managers,
decisionmakers, the recreation sector,
education and local communities. Fires
happen not just because of extreme weather,
but also because of inappropriate landscape

management. By removing undergrowth
in strategic parts of the forest and creating
open strips, you can keep fires controllable.
And what we call mosaic landscapes, which
have varied vegetation, are less prone to
wildfires. If more attention had been paid
to fireproof landscape management in
California, the fires there wouldn’t have got
so out of control.’
ECONOMIC IMPACT
As well as wildfires, the Netherlands is
also facing more frequent and serious
flooding, dry weather, and storms. The
potential effects of all this are visualized on
Klimaateffectatlas.nl. On this website, you
can see per region and even down to street
level what the chances will be in 2050 of
flooded streets, wildfires, tropical nights,
and long droughts. Such extreme weather
events can have a big social and economic
impact. As an example, the physical damage
alone caused by the flooding in South

Limburg last July is estimated to come to
between 350 and 600 million euros. And
the tornado that tore through the town of
Leersum a month before that did 37 million
euros’ worth of damage.
Both the economic and the social damage
done by extreme weather is currently being
mapped through another platform that will
go online at the end of 2023: the Climate
Impact Monitor. ‘Extreme weather doesn’t
just damage buildings, roads and vehicles,’
explains the instigator of this project, Rutger
Dankers of Wageningen Environmental
Research. ‘It also has consequences for
health, agriculture and nature. A heatwave
causes additional illness and deaths, but
heat, combined with long droughts, also
affects water quality, and it can increase
energy costs because air conditioning gets
switched on and cooling installations have
to work harder.’
Unlike meteorological data on precipitation
and temperature, data on the impact of >
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EXTREME WEATHER IN 2021
Weather extremes are increasing due to climate
change. We are seeing more heat records,
extreme rainfall and storms, and these lead to
droughts, wildfires and flooding. 2021 gave us a
foretaste of what is in store for the world in the
coming decades. A sample of the extreme weather
events worldwide.
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January Eastern, central and northern Spain
were hit by exceptionally heavy snowfall and
severe cold. Life in the capital, Madrid, was
totally disrupted.

February Almost 10 million residents of
Texas and northern Mexico were without
electricity due to Blizzard Uri, which brought
temperatures of minus 13 degrees Celsius.

March The air in the Chinese capital of
Beijing was turned orange by a heavy sandstorm coming from the Gobi desert, which is
expanding due to climate change.
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April Tropical cyclone Seroja left a trail of
death and destruction from landslides and
flooding in its wake in Indonesia and western
Australia.

May North-western Russia experienced tropical temperatures: about 20 degrees higher
than normal. The temperature in Narjan-Mar,
within the Arctic Circle, went up to 31.9°C.

June The northwest of the United States
and the Canadian province of British
Columbia faced a historic heatwave. The
Canadian town of Lytton reached 49.6 °C
and was devastated by a wildfire.
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July Heavy rain caused flooding in
Germany, Belgium and South Limburg, in
the Netherlands. There were 184 deaths
in Germany and 41 in Belgium.

August Record temperatures in Greece,
Turkey and Italy, rising to 50°C locally,
caused enormous wildfires.

October Heavy monsoon rains caused
floods and landslides in India and Nepal;
more than 100 people died due to extreme
weather.
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‘The amount of damage caused by
natural disasters is increasing’

extreme weather are not yet registered
centrally. Dankers is working on collecting
these data together with partners such as
the Dutch Union of Insurers, RIONED,
STOWA, the Climate Adaptation foundation,
several provinces, and the Royal Dutch
Meteorological Institute KNMI. Dunkers: ‘In
other countries, such as Russia, the impact
of extreme weather has been documented
for some time, with a view to prevention.
Once we have a better overview of the impact
of extreme weather and the regions where it
occurs frequently, we can be better prepared
for it. Cities can be designed to cope better
with heavier rainfall, or they can plant more
vegetation to provide more cooling during
heatwaves. And the KNMI can finetune
its warnings by specifying the impact the
weather could have per region.’
In comparison with 1953, when a
catastrophic flood caused 1836 deaths,
we are much better prepared for natural
disasters now, says Dunkers. ‘You can see
that all around the world. The number of
deaths from natural disasters is decreasing,
but the structural damage is increasing.
There are more people, more houses and
more roads, so the chances of damage
are higher.’ Last year alone, according to
Munich Re, 210 billion dollars’ worth of
damage was caused worldwide by natural
disasters, including volcanic eruptions and
earthquakes.
TIPPING POINTS
In the latest climate report, the IPCC warns
of tipping points in relation to extreme
weather. These are events that mean the
climate has changed so much that there
is no way back. The icebergs, the Gulf
Stream in the Atlantic, the permafrost in
tundra regions, the frozen methane in the
seabed, and the Amazon rainforest are all
examples of elements in the climate system
that could reach a tipping point where
they set off a domino effect, says Marten

Scheffer, professor of Aquatic Ecology and
Water Quality Management, and an expert
on transitions. Scheffer: ‘The Amazon
Forest, for instance, plays a key role in the
formation of clouds and rain. If the Amazon
region changes into a savannah due to
felling, increasing fires and forest dieback,
that could have a big effect on the regional
climate. And the loss of such a big reservoir
would raise CO2 levels worldwide.’
GULF STREAM WEAKENING
Another event hanging over our heads
like a sword of Damocles is the possible
stopping of the warm Gulf Stream that
brings warm water from the Gulf of Mexico
to the northern Atlantic Ocean and is known
as the climate’s conveyor belt. ‘If the polar
ice melts, large amounts of fresh meltwater
will get mixed with salt seawater, which
then won’t easily sink to the bottom, where
the current in the direction of the tropics
starts. Then the Gulf Stream could lose
momentum, which could lead to colder
weather in the north, and warmer weather
in the south. It is not certain whether that is
going to happen, but there are signs that the
Gulf Stream is weakening.’
In the Wageningen SparcS Centre, which
Scheffer set up, the mechanisms underlying
major system changes are analysed.
‘Because even if tipping points in systems
like the climate are hard to predict, there
are similarities between them and other
tipping points in society. There are warning
signs, just as there are with people suffering
from depression. Some of those warning
signs are of a universal nature, because
there’s a reduction in resilience as a tipping
point approaches.’ You can see that kind of
reduction in subtle changes in the pattern
of fluctuations. ‘Those ups and downs are a
giveaway about the capacity to recover from
small, natural disturbances. Surprisingly
enough, we find the same signal in many
different complex systems as a tipping point

approaches. At a deep level, then, there
are significant similarities between things
as different as brains, ecosystems and the
climate system.’
SOCIAL CHALLENGE
As far as extreme weather is concerned,
the biggest impact in the coming decades
is going to come from the increasing
occurrence of heatwaves and long droughts,
says Scheffer. ‘A recent study by SparcS
shows that for thousands of years, we
humans have flourished best in a climate
with an average annual temperature of
around 13 degrees. We call that the human
niche. With global warming, that niche is
going to shift. In the next 50 years, one to
three billion people will be living in regions
that are too hot, and that will inevitably lead
to migration. Migration is a potential source
of conflict. So migration that is a form of
adaptation to climate change is primarily
going to pose a societal challenge.’
There is good news too, though, says
Scheffer. ‘Every degree less of global
warming prevents about a billion people
from resorting to migration. And that
can be achieved by calling a radical halt
to the extraction of fossil fuels from the
ground, and by adapting our diet. You
can’t just leave that to consumers. As
with combatting a pandemic, it will only
succeed if governments shoulder their
responsibilities.’ W
www.wur.eu/liaise

WCDI
Wageningen Centre for Develop
ment Innovation runs online courses
about Climate & Environment, which
are relevant to this topic.
More information: www.wur.eu/wcdi
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Bacterium makes
the male parasitic
wasp redundant
A bacterium in the reproductive organs of female parasitic
wasps ensures that only females hatch out. What is more,
these wasps no longer need males to reproduce. A boon
for biological pest control.
TEXT NICOLE VAN ‘T WOUT HOFLAND PHOTO BUGSINPSPACE.NL

T

he American parasitic wasp
Muscidifurax uniraptor has given a
whole new meaning to the slogan
‘girl power’. The female wasp reproduces
without the help of a male. Thanks to a
bacterium in its reproductive organs,
nearly all the eggs hatch into females and
the male of the species is disappearing.
The underlying mechanism is less complex
than hitherto believed, concluded
entomologist Yidong Wang during his
PhD research at Wageningen University.
The parasitic wasp, which originally came
from Costa Rica, is no more than a couple
of millimetres in size. The sex of the
miniscule insect is not determined by sex
chromosomes as it is in humans, but by
the number of chromosomes in a cell. The
males have a single set of chromosomes
in every cell, while the females carry a
double set. Normally, a fertilized egg
develops into a female and an unfertilized
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egg into a male.
A Wageningen scientist discovered back
in 1990 that bacteria in the reproductive
organ of parasitic wasps causes the
insects to produce daughters only. But
the mechanism, the trick used by the
microbes, remained a mystery for a long
time. Scientists used to believe that the
bacterium, Wolbachia, used a number
of signals to cause unfertilized eggs to
hatch into females instead of males, in
a similar way to what happens in other
parasitic wasps. But in this particular
wasp species, it turns out only to need
one trick: doubling the genetic material
in the egg.
MADE IN THE LAB
Wang demonstrated this with a female
parasitic wasp made in the lab without
the bacterium. This wasp carried not two
but three copies of every chromosome.

‘Some of her unfertilized eggs contain a
single set of chromosomes, and others
two,’ explains Wang. Those eggs hatched
into males and females respectively. The
entomologist concluded from this that
the number of chromosome pairs was the
only determining factor. So the bacterium
only needed to double the genetic material
and no further signals were necessary on
its part.
The bacterium intervenes just after
meiosis takes place, the process by which
chromosome pairs divide to create egg
cells. Through a mechanism yet to be
identified, the bacterium causes two
chromosome sets to fuse, and the egg
subsequently hatches into a female wasp.
The bacterium has good reason for this,
says Wang. ‘Unlike the females, the males
don’t pass the bacterium on to their
offspring.’ So, the bacterium’s chances
of survival are greater if the females

ENTOMOLOGY

Almost all American parasitic wasps of the Muscidifurax uniraptor species – a few millimetres in size – are female.

outnumber the males.
It is not just the Costa Rican parasitic
wasp that coexists with Wolbachia. It
is estimated that half of all insects are
infected with this bacterium, although it
doesn’t always have any effect on
their reproduction. Entomologists are
also discovering more and more species
of bacteria that can turn the family
planning of their host insects to their
advantage.
NO INTEREST
The parasitic wasp species has lived with
the bacterium for so long that it has
adapted to asexual reproduction. The
sperm cells of the male parasitic wasps –
which are still born sporadically – are not
viable, and the females show no interest
in the males. The males continue to
display courtship behaviour to persuade
the females to mate, but to no avail. This

is not just the case for this American
parasitic wasp. Earlier studies have
shown that the bacterium disrupts the
sexual attraction between the males and
females of other species too.
‘Even if they wanted to, a male and a
female wasp won’t get any offspring
through sexual reproduction,’ says Wang.
That is because a special organ in the
female for storing sperm no longer works
properly in the infected parasitic wasps.
That goes one step further in other
insects, which have lost their reproductive
organs entirely over thousands of years
of evolution. ‘So the parasitic wasp needs
the bacterium to survive as a species,’
concludes Wang.
EXACT COPY
Since every female brings offspring into
the world asexually, every daughter is an
exact genetic copy of her mother. Genetic

diversity and evolution are therefore
minimal in these parasitic wasps. With
changes to the environment, that is
probably disadvantageous for this species
in the long term, but in the short term
the insects benefit from it, according to
Wang, because they don’t have to spend
any time or energy on looking for and
mating with the right male.
The female army of parasitic wasps is
useful in agriculture as well. Farmers
make use of the insects for the biological
pest control of flies. The parasitic wasp
drills a hole in the hard shell of fly larvae,
and lays her eggs there, which go on to
eat the pupa. Male wasps don’t lay eggs,
so it is precisely the parasitic wasps that
are infected with Wolbachia bacteria – and
don’t have any males – that form the ideal
shock troops. W
www.wur.eu/biologicalcontrol
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EPIDEMIOLOGIST QUIRINE TEN BOSCH:

‘Measures were
relaxed too soon,
and too many at once’
Epidemiologist Quirine ten Bosch thought up the model SamenSlimOpen
(‘Open Smart Together’), which shows how human behaviour affects the
spread of the coronavirus. She doesn’t think the way Netherlands opened
up last summer was very clever: ‘In the decision-making before the
summer, superspreading events were not sufficiently taken into account.’
TEXT ASTRID SMIT PHOTOGRAPHY BRAM BELLONI

Q

uirine ten Bosch has been much in
demand as a guest speaker in the
last year and a half. She has given
interviews on radio and television, and the
press have sought her out as well. Which is
logical for an epidemiologist of infectious
diseases who developed a simulation model
for COVID-19 called SamenSlimOpen –
Open Smart Together.
It is sheer coincidence that she ended up in
this research field, says Ten Bosch. Fifteen
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years ago, as a student of Medical Biology at
Groningen, she was thinking of going into
the neurosciences. But after her Batchelor’s
she realized that global health was more
up her street, and she started a Master’s in
Epidemiology at Utrecht. Since then, she has
done research on elephantiasis, dengue fever and the plague epidemic in Madagascar,
the largest in recent history. In 2019, she was
appointed assistant professor of Veterinary
Epidemiology at Wageningen, where most

of her research has been on zoonoses – infectious diseases that jump from animals to
humans.
When research financier ZonMw put out a
call for Covid-related projects a year ago,
Ten Bosch set to work with Delft University
of Technology to develop a model that seeks
to identify how human behaviour affects the
behaviour of the coronavirus. How much of
a problem is it if people don’t maintain one
and a half metre’s distance from each other?

>
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‘I would like to know
how much of a role
aerosols and surfaces play
in the spread of viruses’

‘At some point
the virus and
humans find an
equilibrium’

QUIRINE TEN BOSCH
Quirine ten Bosch, assistant
professor of Epidemiology of
Infectious Diseases at WUR's
Quantitative Veterinary
Epidemiology chair group,
researches the transmission of
infectious diseases within and
between groups of animals and
humans using statistical and
mathematical models, and turns
these into tools for public health
authorities.
2017: PhD Biological Sciences,
University of Notre Dame
2009: MSc Epidemiology,
Utrecht University
2006: BSc Life Science &
Technology, University of
Groningen
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How risky is it to sing together? And which
is the most effective measure for preventing transmission? To get clarity on this, the
researchers developed an online tool that
shows how restaurant owners can make
their restaurants Covid-proof. The model
can easily be used for other contexts such as
festivals or conferences as well.
What is the added value of your model?
‘The models used by RIVM (National
Institute for Public Health and the
Environment) are based on averages of
large groups of people, such as the elderly,
children, or the working population. The
disadvantage of this is that the scale of
these models is too large for some questions. For instance, you can’t use it to find
out how many people can be allowed into a
restaurant and where they should sit, or how
people move around an area at a particular
festival. Our model can do that.
‘We combine an epidemiological model of
the coronavirus with a model that simulates people’s movements in a space. That
part of it is done by researchers from Delft
University of Technology. They have a lot of
knowledge about how people move around
in public spaces such as high streets and
stations. In this project, they monitored
people’s movements in a restaurant using
3D cameras and GPS trackers. People have
a destination in a space like that, they go to
the bar or to the toilet, they take the shortest
route, and they have to move around obstacles. By documenting their movements in
lots of settings, we can simulate and predict
their behaviour.’
Has SamenSlimOpen been used a lot,
to see whether it was sensible to let
restaurants and bars open last
summer, for instance?
‘The tool is available to restaurant own-

ers. They can see how they can lay out their
restaurant as safely as possible. And it is
available to experts who advise municipalities on events and the opening of hospitality
businesses. We keep RIVM and the ministry
of Health, Welfare and Sport updated on our
findings. But in general, the Netherlands
could have made much more use of scientists in the field of infectious disease
control. In countries such as France and the
United Kingdom, the collaboration between
the universities and those countries’ equivalent of RIVM was much more intensive. That
makes much better use of the brainpower in
academia.’
Is that a missed opportunity?
‘In the decision-making before the summer,
superspreading events were not sufficiently
taken into account. These are exceptional
events at which the virus spreads very efficiently. You can predict them, but not by
working with averages. The reproduction
number, for instance, gives the average
number of new infections transmitted by
an average person. In reality, only about
five percent of people match that profile.
Most people don’t infect anyone at all, and
about 20 per cent of people are the source of
80 per cent of infections.
‘It’s true that an average event doesn’t lead
to many infections, as policymakers assume.
But when they relaxed measures last summer, they should have asked themselves:
which of the thousands of upcoming events
will lead to an awful lot of infections? If you
do that, you realize that quite a lot of large
outbreaks could take place. That is the kind
of question our model can provide an insight into: events that are low-risk but have
a big impact.’
A lot of measures had been relaxed by
the end of September: one and a half
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on before there were vaccinations: face
masks, one and a half metres’ distance, no
large gatherings. You do have to realize that
the virus will continue to circulate and that
vulnerable people in these communities will
become infected sooner or later and run the
risk of serious illness and death.’
What research question would you still
like to have the answer to, to improve
your model?
‘I would like to know what the role of
aerosols, droplets and surfaces is in virus
transmission. If you know more about how
big a role they play, you also know which
knobs you need to twiddle to combat virus
transmission. Luckily technologies are on
their way that are better at measuring virus
particles in the air than the ones we have at
present. That would make life as a modeller
quite a lot easier.’
metres’ distance, face masks in shops
and at stations, working from home.
Was that sensible?
‘You’ve got to be very cautious about easing
measures, because as a government, you’ve
only got a few knobs you can twiddle, and it
is difficult to bring measures back again. I
think measures were relaxed too soon, and
too many at once. It would have been better
to relax them one by one. Then you can still
adjust the plan.
‘The vaccination rate in the Netherlands is
high, but there is still a large group of people who can fall ill. And they get infected by
both vaccinated and unvaccinated people:
half of the new Covid cases are people who
have had a vaccination. So even with a high
vaccination rate, transmission goes on.
‘And the measures were relaxed in the autumn, the season in which respiratory viral
infections always increase, and in a period
when the infection pressure was already
quite high. It makes a difference whether

you relax measures at a moment when 200
people are getting infected per day or 2000.
In the latter case, the government has much
less time to respond if it goes wrong.
‘We shouldn’t have got ourselves into that
situation in mid-September. It went wrong
in July when we were advised by a politician
to go “dancing with Jansen”, a vaccination
that only required one jab. That’s the reason
we had such high infection pressure by
the end of the summer, so we didn’t have
enough of a buffer.’
More than 80 per cent of adults have
been vaccinated. There were a few
hotspots in the Netherlands where the
vaccination rate was lower, so the virus
flared up again there first. From a
purely technical point of view, what
could have kept that under control?
‘Vaccination is the most logical solution.
But if that isn’t possible, then in those areas
you have to turn to the methods we relied

When can we expect to lead a normal
life again, in Europe and worldwide?
‘That’s a difficult question, especially where
global transmission is concerned. The virus
is not going to go away, that is something
scientists are agreed on. Then the question is: when will it stop putting a strain on
hospitals? That is hard to say. It has a lot to
do with the speed of vaccination campaigns
worldwide, the immunity people build up,
and the new variants that we are going to
come across. At some point there will be an
equilibrium between the virus and humans,
just as there is with the flu. You would be
hard put to find a 30-year-old who has never
had the flu, or a country where there isn’t
any flu. In that situation, the virus and humans co-exist. I think with Covid, globally,
it’s going to take five to ten years before we
reach that kind of situation.’ W
www.wur.eu/open-smart-together
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Wageningen is going to give non-profit organizations free
access to a number of CRISPR-Cas patents as a stimulus
for plant-breeding in emerging economies. But the
technical and legal details are being worked out first.
‘We do want to monitor how our licence is applied.’
TEXT ARNO VAN ’T HOOG ILLUSTRATION RHONALD BLOMMESTIJN

GENETICS

SHARING KNOWLEDGE IN A GOOD CAUSE

Free access to
Wageningen
CRISPR patents

‘We still have to invent the
wheel somewhat; this
hasn’t been done before’

‘W

orldwide, thousands of CRISPR
patents have been applied for. The
nice thing is that we’ve got a few of
them in our possession,’ says Wageningen
professor of Microbiology John van der
Oost. ‘That gives us freedom to operate. We
can grant access to these patents free of
charge. I hope that by doing so we can give
research institutes in emerging countries a
boost for the development of local crops, to
produce higher yields for example. The very
best thing would be for the improvement of
crops to lead eventually to higher
production and therefore to lower prices for
consumers.’
In plant-breeding, CRISPR technology
offers scope for improving crops faster
than is possible by traditional breeding
methods. But the forest of CRISPR patents
poses a stumbling block, says Van der Oost.
Anyone who uses this technique to create
a new crop variety and then starts selling
the seed is soon in breach of one of these
patents. That usually means that licence
money has to be paid to the patent holder.
STITCHED UP
The American patent-granting institution
USPTO has already registered over 6000
CRISPR patent applications, and another
200 are added every month. Van der Oost:
‘This research field is completely stitched
up. That is why it is interesting for other
laboratories that we have found a very
different variant. Our CRISPR-Cas system
does the same work, but the molecular
cutting tool looks very different. And it
doesn’t matter which organism you take,
in theory our system can modify every
fragment of DNA in every organism. The
target group we have in mind for the
free licences to our patent are non-profit
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organizations working on improving
agricultural crops.’
CRISPR-Cas is applicable in plant-breeding
in a variety of ways. A few years ago, there
were successful efforts to make cucumber
plants resistant to several kinds of plant
virus, and to increase salt tolerance in rice.
A variety of oil-seed rape was created that
makes more omega-3 fatty acids. There are
not very many commercial applications yet.
Seed producer Dupont Pioneer produces
a new hybrid maize variety in the US that
creates a kind of starch by switching off
a single gene. The starch is of interest to
the paper and food industries as a binding
agent.
CUTTING TO SHREDS
Around 2008, Van der Oost’s lab was
involved in describing the building
blocks of CRISPR-Cas, a natural immune
system with which many microbes defend
themselves against bacterial viruses. The
system recognizes the genetic material of
viruses and cuts it to shreds. A few years
later – around 2011 – several research
groups realized that you could use the same
system, with a few adjustments, on the
DNA in the cells of other organisms. That
way you could use genome editing to switch
off genes or introduce mutations.
It is a relatively straightforward job to get
genome editing with CRISPR-Cas off the
ground in a laboratory. Researchers can ask
a fellow researcher for the basic materials,
or order them online, and methods are
described in all sorts of publications. As a
result, the technology has spread widely,
resulting in a tsunami of publications
and patent applications since 2013. The
applications are in areas ranging from
medicine to microbiology, horticulture

GMO OR NOT?
Does breeding with the aid of using CRISPR-Cas produce a genetically modified
organism (GMO)? This question has led to totally different outcomes in Europe and
the United States. The American government does not see genome editing as
genetic modification, so its use is permitted there. Since a ruling by the European
Court of Justice in 2018, however, Europe has adopted the opposite position:
CRISPR-Cas crops come under existing GMO legislation. Consequently, stringent
approval studies are required and labelling is compulsory for access to the
market, to safeguard freedom of choice.
In April 2021, however, the European Commission published a report on new
genomic techniques in plant breeding. One of the conclusions was that old
GMO legislation on transgene crops is not really appropriate for evaluating genome editing. This report is a starting point for discussions in European countries
about revising the legislation for new breeding techniques – a process that could
take years.

and even Covid-19 diagnostics. The first
patents spawned dozens of new biotech
companies. In other words, CRISPR-Cas is
big business.
The patents in the name of John van der
Oost and his colleagues look just like any
others: page after page of lists of technical
claims and descriptions of amino acid
sequences and methods. Altogether,
they describe the ingredients and the
method for use in genome editing. The big
difference, however, lies in the origins of
the CRISPR-Cas system.
FROM THE COMPOST HEAP
Van der Oost’s patents are the product of
a discovery his lab made around 2015 in a
steaming compost heap in Ede. During the
composting process, the temperature goes
up to more than 65 degrees, a temperature
at which the heat-loving bacterium

Geobacillus thermodenitrificans flourishes.
Van der Oost and his colleagues decided
to decipher the genetic material of the
bacterium to see whether the species makes
use of CRISPR too. This put them on the
trail of a thermostable CRISPR-Cas9 which
was clearly different to previously identified
Cas9 variants.
Van der Oost: ‘This new CRISPR system
works well, and the study eventually led to
five different patent applications. When you
apply for a patent, you never know whether
it will be granted. It’s hard to predict that
in advance. But the first patent has since
been granted in the United States, and the
second and third are on their way.’
Because the CRISPR-Cas comes from a
thermophile bacterium species, it does
best in warm conditions, says Van der
Oost. And that makes it particularly handy
for genome editing in other heat-loving >
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‘We go one step further with our
licences than other institutes’

JOHN VAN DER OOST
John van der Oost, Professor
of Bacterial Genetics in
Wageningen since 2005, is
considered a pioneer of the
CRISPR revolution. He has
been researching the genetic
material of micro-organisms
for over 25 years. In 2008,
he and his chair group were
the first to clarify the mechanism behind the CRISPR-Cas
defence system in bacteria.
This allowed researchers to
develop new tools with which
they can make rapid and very
precise genetic modifications.
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micro-organisms. ‘It works optimally at
somewhere between 50 and 60 degrees.
DNA in a cell gets cut at around 30 degrees
too, but less efficiently than it is by other
CRISPR systems. What we say about any
licence we currently make available to
non-profit organizations is: it works, so
go ahead and get started. You can already
get things done with it but be aware that its
efficiency is not yet very great.’
According to Van der Oost, a 2.0 version
is on its way that will work better at lower
temperatures, hopefully around room
temperature. ‘We want to further optimize
this CRISPR system for applications in
plants, or in animal and human cells. We
are working on that. I’m optimistic because
we have succeeded previously in reducing
the optimum temperature for other
enzymes. I expect that we shall have such
mutants within two years. Non-profit labs
can make use of these too without paying,
as long as they share their discoveries with
local farmers on a non-profit basis.’
CHARGING A FEE
Meanwhile paid licences for the same
Wageningen CRISPR patent have been
granted to two companies: for genome
editing in micro-organisms in one
case, and in human cells in the other.
Van der Oost: ‘It’s not a bad idea, after
years of research and financing, to
charge companies a fee for commercial
applications. Sometimes that works out.
Most of the licence money is channelled
into new research projects. The costs of
licences vary: for a small company we’re
talking about a few tens of thousands
of euros a year; for bigger companies
sometimes a few hundred thousand. If a

successful product is launched that is based
on the technique, those amounts go even
higher.’
The announcement of the free CRISPR
licences by Van der Oost and WUR
president Louise Fresco in Nature journal
has already drawn questions and requests
to send research material. ‘We are working
on that now, drawing up a kind of basic
contract in which each party can fill in
further details,’ says Van der Oost. ‘We still
have to invent that wheel a bit, because this
has never been done before. I expect we
shall publish an account of the nuts and
bolts of it, such as the principles behind the
free licences and the rules of the game on
using our technology.’
ACADEMIC USE
For academic labs and fundamental
research, CRISPR-Cas technology is
not completely under lock and key. The
Broad Institute, for example, which is
related to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, grants access to patented
CRISPR-Cas technology. Researchers can
order a complete CRISPR-Cas system
through Addgene. ‘For academic and
non-profit research use, no written licence
is necessary. For these communities we
make CRISPR tools, knowledge, methods
and other intellectual property for genome
editing freely available for research,’ states
the institute on its website
‘It’s true that other parties make this
technology available as well, but everyone
does it in a slightly different way,’ says the
Wageningen patent expert Paul van Helvert.
‘We have had the occasional licence from
the Broad Institute ourselves, and the limits
on it are quite strict. They restrict your free

GENETICS

access to internal scientific research. Even if
a research institute makes a modified wheat
variety freely available on a non-profit basis,
that can be seen as a commercial activity
because the party that takes it further
stands to make a profit. The licences we
want to grant do offer the possibility of
developing products and trading in them
without us charging a fee. So as far as we
can see, we really are going one step further
with our licences than other institutions.’
A licencing agreement is a document of
15 to 20 pages, says Van Helvert, and a
contract like that covers a range of rights
and obligations. One of these is that the
user should tell the patent holder what they
do with the technology. ‘Our licences offer
several possibilities, but we are keen to
monitor how and where they are applied.
Agriculture knows no borders and crops
can be sold to people in other countries.
We want to make agreements on that,
and keep an eye on it, since we may have
granted commercial licences to institutes
in other countries. There could be a conflict
between these things.’
In the coming years, Wageningen could
be taken to court because someone claims
that another licence is being breached. Van
Helvert: ‘That doesn’t mean you are in the
wrong, but then legal enforcement comes
into play. Then the issue is who has the
greatest stamina, because those kinds of
cases go on for years. They say success has
many fathers, and that’s true of technology
too. It is a commercial game to some
extent. The more successful a technology
is, and the more you can earn from it, the

CUTTING WITH CRISPR-CAS
CRISPR-Cas is relatively easy to use. Researchers order something called a
plasmid which contains the code for a DNA-cutting enzyme (Cas9) and a guide
RNA (CRISPR). The guide RNA will lead the Cas9 to the right destination in the cell,
which might be a gene that the researchers want to switch off. After injection, the
cell translates the information on the plasmid into a working CRISPR-Cas complex
that goes in search of a target. If the guide RNA comes across the right DNA
sequence, the cutting is done. The cell quickly repairs the damage to the DNA,
and this often gives rise to small mutations which cause the targeted gene to be
switched off.
Researchers can also help the cell with the repairs by injecting a template,
such as a short piece of DNA that serves as an example. This enables the cell
to do the repair work while the researchers can introduce mutations they have
thought up in advance.

sooner people go to court about it. My
guess is that when this technology really
takes off, not everyone will be really pleased
that an institute in Wageningen is granting
free licences.’
SHARING TECHNOLOGY
If a judge in that kind of lawsuit should find
against Wageningen, non-profit research
institutes could still get a bill for licencing
fees from a third party. Van der Oost: ‘We
can’t guarantee anything, and we do say
that to the organizations who want to start
working with our technology. But I do
wonder whether that will actually happen,

because any company that takes legal
action puts itself in the media spotlight,
and the attention they get is not positive.
My main hope is that others will follow in
our footsteps. What we want to achieve by
doing this is to bring about a change in the
way we share knowledge and technology.
Hopefully other parties will do their bit
towards that too.’ W
www.wur.eu/crispr-licenses
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Where do oysters go?
Oysters released in the North Sea often disappear without a trace.
Wageningen and Delft researchers are studying how the shellfish
sink slowly to the bottom and whether currents and waves have
any impact on their movements.
TEXT TESSA LOUWERENS PHOTOGRAPHY TESSA LOUWERENS AND OSCAR BOS

R

esearchers Oscar Bos and Tim
Raaijmakers pull on their safety
shoes and wading suits and get into
the ‘sea’ down a wobbly ladder. In the
Atlantic Basin at Deltares in Delft – an
enormous 650-square-metre pool – the two
researchers have simulated the North Sea
in miniature in order to monitor how
oysters spread.
Bos, a marine ecologist at Wageningen
Marine Research, and Raaijmakers,
an offshore engineering researcher at
Deltares, set about placing brightly
coloured oysters in neat rows on the
sandy bed. They are obviously enjoying
themselves. ‘We do much of our work at
the computer,’ says Raaijmakers, ‘so a day
like this is very nice.’
A bit later, they are at the edge of the pool
when the alarm goes off: machines start
whirring and soon the first waves ripple
across the surface of the water. ‘We are
simulating the current as it will be in the
deepest layers of water in the North Sea,’
says Raaijmakers. The researchers want to
find out how oysters react to a current.
RESTORATION OF OYSTER BANKS
This knowledge should help with the
restoration of flat oyster (Ostrea edulis)
banks in the North Sea. And that is
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necessary because they form an important
link in the ecosystem. ‘They filter the water
and form resting places for fish such as
plaice and cod,’ says Bos. ‘In turn, the fish

‘We hope to
be able to predict
where released
oysters will
end up’
attract sharks, rays, porpoises and seals.’
Soft corals grow on the shellfish banks,
in which fish lay their eggs and birds feed
on shrimps and small fish. Oyster banks
also function as natural breakwaters that
protect the coast. One and a half centuries
ago, one third of the bed of the Dutch
North Sea was covered in flat oyster banks,
explains Bos. ‘Due to a combination of
overfishing, disease, pollution and cold

winters, the flat oyster has now almost
completely disappeared from the North
Sea.’ And it’s extremely difficult for the
population to recover: if there aren’t many
oysters around, the chances of successful
reproduction are small
Within the project ECO-Friend, the
researchers are working with the industry
to reintroduce oysters at offshore wind
farms. Bos: ‘They are suitable locations
for oysters, one reason being that they
are inaccessible to bottom-trawling
fishing boats.’ The first trials of releasing
oysters have started at the Borkumse
Stenen area to the north of the island of
Schiermonnikoog, and at the Gemini Wind
Farm north of Groningen.
WASHED AWAY
One of the problems facing the researchers
in the field is that it is often hard to find
oysters again after releasing them. In
which case, you can’t monitor how they are
faring. To get a clearer idea of what goes on
under water, the researchers are simulating
what happens in miniature in the Delft
pool. This interests the Delft researcher
Raaijmakers too. ‘We are interested in
nature-inclusive engineering,’ he explains.
‘For example, we make scale models of
the base of a wind turbine and the seabed

MARINE ECOLOGY

protection around it, and then we can
see which type of substrate can best be
added to it so the oyster larvae can attach
themselves to it. Biological knowledge is
indispensable for that.’
In their test pool, the researchers simulate
different conditions in order to see what
effect they have. They sort the oysters
by size and the thickness of their shells.
They also add weight to the oysters by
filling the shells with little metal balls.
Colour coding is used: the red shells are
the lightest, the green are of medium
weight and the blue ones are the real
heavyweights. And a stripe is painted onto
the flat side of the shell so the researchers
can see whether an oyster is lying on its
flat or its rounded side. Oysters that land
on their rounded side after release are less
streamlined and it is easier for the current
to carry them off.
Raaijmakers: ‘We hope to be able to
predict where oysters end up, depending
on things like the weather conditions
when they are released, or the weather
in the days between their release and the
monitoring.’

Oscar Bos, a marine ecologist at Wageningen Marine Research (top right, on the left), and Tim

DROP TEST
Another important factor besides the
current is the height above the seabed
at which the oysters are dropped. So the
researchers have created a drop test for
the oysters next to the wave pool: a large
vertical tube of water. They use this to
establish how fast oysters of various shapes
and weights reach the bottom of the tube.
Some oysters sink like stones, while others
float down more like autumn leaves. ‘You
can imagine that oysters that take longer to
fall will drift further with the current before
reaching the seabed,’ says Raaijmakers.
‘We don’t want them all landing in a heap,
says Bos, ‘but if they are too spread out, you
can’t monitor them easily, and they won’t
be able to breed properly either.’ W

Raaijmakers, a researcher in offshore engineering at Deltares, built a mini-North Sea in the Atlantic
Basin at Deltares in Delft and a drop test (bottom), to study the behaviour of released oysters.

www.wur.eu/eco-friend
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A HEALTHIER DIET IN LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

‘Invest in leafy
vegetables’
People in low-income countries don’t consume enough fruit and
vegetables. A major Wageningen study recommends investing in
the production of green leafy vegetables near the cities as one
of the most effective solutions to that problem. ‘A focus on green
leafy vegetables can turn things around on several fronts.’
TEKST MARIEKE ROTMAN PHOTO GETTY IMAGES

I

n the Netherlands, people don’t eat enough
fruit and vegetables because of the wrong
dietary choices, but in many middle- and
low-income countries, the same problem is
caused by a shortage of affordable healthy
food. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
wants to help solve this problem, and so it
went in search of the most promising projects
to invest in. But the Foundation stumbled
upon a fundamental problem: very little was
known about fruit and vegetable consumption in these kinds of countries. It was not
clear what the source of the problem is, nor
which interventions work and which don’t.
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So the Foundation asked researchers at
Wageningen University & Research to investigate this, and the Global Fruits and
Vegetables Scoping Study was set up, led
by Bart de Steenhuijsen Piters, a senior
food systems researcher in Wageningen.
‘Many previous studies had a technological approach; a lot of attention has always
been paid to crop varieties and to breeding to optimize production,’ explains De
Steenhuijsen Piters. ‘But there are other dimensions to the food problem as well, such
as the health effects of foods, social aspects
and gender roles.’

An interdisciplinary team of scientists who
work on nutrition, plants, gender, inclusivity
and economics designed a large-scale study.
BIG GAPS
Just like the Gates Foundation, the team
was immediately confronted with big gaps
in knowledge about fruit and vegetables in
the food systems of low- and middle-income
countries. So the researchers spent a year
and a half studying global trends in fruit and
vegetable consumption, trade and production. They also examined the food system
from production to consumption in seven >

FOOD SECURITY

low- and middle-income countries: Nigeria,
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, India,
Nepal and Bangladesh.
The Wageningen researchers would have
liked to visit these countries themselves, but
Covid-19 threw a spanner in the works. De
Steenhuijsen Piters and his team therefore
collaborated closely with local researchers
and consultants in each country, who took
on the actual research work.
Various types of crops were studied in each
country, depending on the local diet and regional production. In Tanzania, for instance,
the study focused on oranges, aubergines
and amaranth leaves; in Nepal on kiwis,
mustard leaves, and varieties of pumpkin.
The researchers found out what literature
and data were available, such as production
figures from the horticulture sector and
local market prices. None of the seven coun-

derstand the context in which particular types
of fruit and vegetable are eaten. In India, for
example, green leafy vegetables grow abundantly in the wild, making them free healthy
food. But it became clear through the focus
groups that Indian consumers see these vegetables as food for poor people and therefore
make very little use of them.
TOO EXPENSIVE
In many of the countries, a healthy diet with
an adequate intake of fruit and vegetables
was found to be too expensive for more than
three quarters of the population. In Ethiopia,
for instance, a healthy diet costs nearly
one third of people’s income. As a result,
Ethiopians eat an average of only 55 grams of
fruit and vegetables per day, less than 15 per
cent of the WHO-recommended 400 grams.
But even people in higher income groups

‘If you want to have a real
impact on nutrition, you
must empower women’
tries had up-to-date information on people’s
daily consumption of fruit and vegetables, so
investigating and documenting that became
an important objective of the research.
Also, nearly 100 experts on fruit and vegetable production and supply chains from both
the public and the private sectors were interviewed. And focus group discussions were
held in every country, with local entrepreneurs, consumers, government representatives and development organizations. These
focus groups helped the team to chart local
developments on the food market and to un-
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don’t eat enough fruit and vegetables, says
nutrition expert Inge Brouwer, who led the
consumer side of the research. The price
turns out not to be the only factor in fruit
and vegetable consumption. Brouwer: ‘That
was a new insight. Of course, the price is a
crucial limitation for low-income groups,
but for those with higher incomes, convenience and availability are bigger factors.’
It was striking that the biggest shortfall
was in eating enough fruit. Moreover, the
vegetables that were eaten were mainly
tomatoes and onions, both of which have

relatively little nutritional value.
The reason tomatoes and onions are popular is that they are easy to transport and
fetch relatively good prices. But if you want
to improve the health of the population,
you need to look at the nutritional value of
crops, says research leader De Steenhuijsen
Piters. Government policy and development
research were long focused on high-calorie
food crops such as grains and rice, and not
on fruit and vegetables. When fruit and
vegetables were considered, it was mainly
in terms of their economic value. ‘An important conclusion from our research is
that government policy and development
programmes should focus less on grains
and the most lucrative vegetables to grow.
Instead, the focus should switch to the most
nutritious kinds of vegetables, and to local production.’ This could mean targeting
green leafy vegetables such as spinach and
amaranth leaves, for example, as well as
cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli and
sprouts, or orange and yellow vegetables
that are rich in vitamin A.
DELICATE
Nutritious green leafy vegetables have
received too little attention in food programmes up to now, says De Steenhuijsen
Piters. ‘The problem is that they are perishable and delicate, so they are not suitable for
long-distance transportation.’ Traditionally,
therefore, leafy vegetables are mainly grown
by women for domestic use, and consequently policymakers and development
programmes have never taken much notice
of them. ‘Those programmes are like supertankers: they go full steam ahead in one
direction. Changing course takes a lot of energy and conviction.’ But a change of course
is needed, he believes, because a focus on
green leafy vegetables could turn things
around on several fronts. ‘Besides the essential nutrients they contain, these vegetables
are important for women’s emancipation.
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In low- and middle-income countries, leafy vegetables have traditionally been grown mainly by women for household consumption.

They are often not able to trade in tomatoes
and onions because it isn’t safe to travel
for hours on their own in the trucks that
transport them. Nor can they be away from
home for that long due to their childcare
responsibilities.’
If you work through policies or development programmes to promote the farming
of green leafy vegetables near cities for the
local market, you kill two birds with one
stone, say De Steenhuijsen Piters. ‘It solves
the problem of the perishability of the vegetables, and it makes it possible for women
to combine paid work on the land and trading with their other tasks.’
Improving the position of women is crucial,
say the researchers. Women are key actors in
the informal supply chains for fruit and vegetables, growing them for their own family’s
consumption and on a small scale for local
markets. This not only helps them become
economically independent, but also benefits
public health: women influence the diet of
the whole family more than men. They can
therefore be catalysts for better eating habits.
Nutrition expert Brouwer: ‘That is a recurring theme in our study: if you really want
to have an impact on diet and nutrition, you
must focus on the empowerment of women.’
There is no shortage of follow-up to the
study, says Brouwer. ‘The biggest agricultural innovation network in the world, CGIAR,

is gearing its new research programme
on sustainable food systems changes and
fruit and vegetables to the insights gained
from our study. They are focusing on the
same countries too.’ Brouwer and De
Steenhuijsen Piters are involved in writing
these research proposals. What is more,
new research is being set up at CGIAR on
the follow-up questions thrown up by the
Global Fruits and Vegetables Scoping Study,
such as what the impact of the interventions
would be. In all the countries there is a lack
of data about household production of fruit
and vegetables.
OPEN ARMS
Within the food industry, too, the study provides a good basis for improvements. The
Dutch seed company East-West Seed welcomed the study with open arms. ‘The shift
in emphasis to the nutrients in food is fantastic, in our view,’ says public affairs manager Maaike Groot. ‘The study clearly shows
that it is important to aim at a variety of vegetables and fruit. We are targeting that by
setting up breeding programmes for various
local crops such as the African aubergine
and amaranth.’ Groot sees the importance
for health and the economy of investing in
the availability of healthy vegetables. ‘Our
role in that is to improve the quality of crops
and their resistance to disease and drought,

so that production goes up and products become more affordable for the consumer.’
The call for more attention to be paid to
women interests her too: ‘We want to address that in our own programmes in
low- and middle-income countries. We are
developing dedicated kitchen gardening
courses for women, training them in growing vegetables for their own use. This can be
the first step towards upscaling production
in order to sell their produce.’
De Steenhuijsen Piters: ‘At the moment,
both ministries and large organizations
focussing on food and nutrition security
worldwide are drawing up investment plans
on the basis of this study,. The research provides a new perspective on how investments
can make a difference to the supply
of healthy food around the world.’ W
www.wur.eu/foodsystemss

WAGENINGEN ACADEMY
Wageningen Academy is running
an online course related to this
theme: Food Environments for
Healthy Sustainable Diets.
More information:
www.wur.eu/academy
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A LIVING COLLECTION OF OLD APPLE VARIETIES

A wealth of apple v

GENETIC RESOURCES

Apple varieties have been disappearing
from the market at an ever-increasing
rate since the 1970s, at a risk of unique
heritage disappearing with them. More and
more of that heritage is now growing and
blossoming in the gene bank collection in
Randwijk, near Wageningen. ‘Sometimes
breeders collect pollen here for cross-

arieties

breeding. There is always a demand for
new flavours, new shapes, and above all
new forms of resistance to disease.’
TEXT MARION DE BOO PHOTOGRAPHY ERIC SCHOLTEN

R

ed, green, yellow and orange apples: autumn is a
feast for the eyes in the apple orchard at the
Centre for Genetic Resources, the Netherlands
(CGN) in the Betuwe fruit-farming area. About 200 historical apple varieties have been planted here. There are
early and late-ripening varieties with round, oval, flattened or pear-shaped apples. Some are not much bigger than a mandarin, while others are the size of a large
grapefruit. The peel can be rough or smooth, sometimes with stripes, spots or rings on it. ‘Feel free to
taste them,’ says the collection manager Willem van
Dooijeweert. ‘A lot of those old varieties are really very
flavoursome. We’ve even got one that tastes like
pineapple.’
TOO SWEET
The first apple in the collection, in the first row of the
orchard, is Dijkmanszoet, an attractive apple with a red
gloss on it that came originally from the area around
the town of Wijk bij Duurstede. This is a well-known
old variety that is still grown on a small scale. Van
Dooijeweert: ‘To the modern consumer, this variety
tastes a bit too sweet. Nowadays, there is more call for
sharp, crisp apples. But in the past this was a popular
apple. It was used to make apple sauce and you could dry
the apples. Then they hung on strings above the stove,
and later you could soak them in water. My mother and
mother-in-law still used to do that. They were delicious
with brown beans and bacon.’ With its firm flesh, the
Dijkmanszoet is also very suitable for use in old-fashioned mashed potato dishes, such as the one known in
Dutch as ‘hot lightning’.
The eating apple we are familiar with today, Malus domestica, is genetically closely related to a variety that grows
in the wild in Kazakhstan: Malus sieversii. This ancestor
reached the Roman Empire via the Silk Road. More and
more apple cultivars were created both randomly and
through deliberate cross-breeding.
Dutch supermarket shelves nowadays are full of
Jonagold and Elstar apples, but over the centuries hun-
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dreds of different apple varieties have been grown in the
country: eating apples, cooking apples, apples that keep
well, apples that are good for making jam or juice, apples
that make good brandy or cider, and apples that dry well.
Late varieties are often the best for keeping in storage.
A lot of varieties are local to particular districts, where
they do well in a particular soil type or microclimate.
Friesland, the Betuwe, the Achterhoek – all these regions
of the Netherlands have their own varieties. Echtelds
Zoet, Gamerse Zure, Groninger Kroon – the names referring to settlements give the apples’ origins away.
PRESERVING PLANTS
The CGN, the Dutch gene bank, works on preserving
the genetic variety of plants, farm animals and trees.
Most plant material is stored as seeds at -20 degrees
Celsius, but the apple collection is the exception. Van
Dooijeweert: ‘Apple trees are cross-pollinators. If you

‘A lot gets sold
with the wrong
label on it’
sow a seed, you will never get exactly the same type as
the mother tree, just as the brothers and sisters in any
family differ from each other and from their parents.’
For this reason, the apple genes are stored in the form
of trees.
The apple collection is located in the grounds of the
research station at Randwijk, on the River Linge.
Wageningen University & Research is one of the four
owners of the research station, where a lot of research
is done on cultivation. CGN rents a piece of land

GENETIC RESOURCES

Some old Dutch apple varieties, from left to
right: Brabants bellefleur, Groninger kroon,
Schone van Boskoop (better known as
goudreinet), Ananas reinette, Sterappel

for the apple collection. There are five rows of apple
trees, a total of 600 trees of 200 different varieties. Van
Dooijeweert: ‘To be on the safe side, we have planted
three trees of each variety next to each other. If one of
the three trees becomes diseased or gets blown down,
we can use the other two to breed a new specimen. Then
we take a graft, a twig with a couple of buds on it, from
which a tree nursery can grow a new sapling in two
years. Sometimes breeders also come here to collect
pollen for cross-breeding. There is always a demand
for new flavours, new shapes and above all, for new
forms of resistance to disease. Apple trees are plagued
by countless fungi, bacteria and viruses, and more and
more people want to eat organic food. Old varieties
didn’t use to be sprayed and can have resistance to all
sorts of diseases, which breeders can cross-breed into
new varieties.’

Willem van Dooijeweert, collection manager of the CGN’s apple collection in
the field lab in Randwijk.

PREMIUMS FOR UPROOTING TREES
In 1976, enthusiasts sounded the alarm because they
saw old apple varieties disappearing from the market.
These might be varieties that didn’t fetch good prices,
or were too expensive to maintain. In those years, the
government offered premiums for uprooting traditional
orchards with larger standard trees to rationalize the
apple market. The glut of apples was keeping prices low
and growing apples was less and less profitable. Van
Dooijeweert: ‘That put unique heritage in danger. There
was an advert in the farming weekly, Boerderij, appealing to farmers to report old apple varieties. After being
located temporarily in various orchards, a selection of
80 to 90 old varieties was eventually planted in Randwijk
in 1998, and its management was put in the hands of
CGN. That was the start of today’s collection.’
Willem van Dooijeweert has been the manager and curator of this collection for five years. The main aim is to
keep this heritage alive. Requests for the plant material
come from pomological societies in which enthusiasts
do their best to keep old apple varieties going in places
such as estates and castle gardens. Plant material is also

supplied to institutes and commercial fruit tree growers who cultivate apples in order to breed new varieties.
The main focus in this case is on resistance to disease.
Many old varieties were originally grown in traditional
orchards with standard apple trees. Sheep or cows used
to graze beneath the trees, which were several metres
tall and an attractive landscape feature. Many of those
old orchards have been dug up because standard apple
trees were less profitable and pruning and picking were
more difficult. Van Dooijeweert: ‘Since the 1960s, fruit
farming has been more specialized and fruit farmers
switched to small trees. These are much easier to maintain and yields per hectare are much higher. Many old
apple varieties turned out not to be suited to this new
cultivation method. The yield was lower, or they were
prone to disease. That is another reason why many old
varieties disappeared from the market.’
In Randwijk, CGN did not opt for standard apple trees.
Instead, the historical varieties were grafted onto weak
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More than 600 trees of 200 different old apple varieties have been planted in five rows in the Randwijk field lab.

lower trunks with a small root system. This led to smaller trees that take up much less space and with which you
don’t wait years for the first harvest. Van Dooijeweert:
‘The grafting technique is thousands of years old and
was perfected in monasteries in the Middle Ages.’
In 2015, the CGN published an Orange List of all the
grains, vegetables and fruit varieties grown in the
Netherlands between 1850 and 1940. To draw up this list,
the staff combed through old seed catalogues and lists of
varieties. The list included 483 old apple varieties, 343 of
which were still around in 2015. In order to ensure that
no more valuable varieties would be lost, a group of pomologists – enthusiastic apple experts from all over the
country – set up the Dutch Fruit Network (NFN) in 2017.
The network has 20 members, including pomological
societies, individual enthusiasts and the CGN.
The network members have documented about 400
old Dutch apple varieties – all around the country in
orchards and on estates, etc – and have set priorities:
which varieties are the rarest and in danger of dying out
first? These varieties should be prioritized for inclusion
in the gene bank in Randwijk.
‘That apple collection of CGN’s in Randwijk is very valuable to us,’ says NFN chair Marcel Rutten. ‘You can’t
find this material anywhere apart from a couple of good
collections in the Netherlands, and the gene bank is a
very good way of ensuring it is kept safe. The collection
is managed professionally, and that is one of the CGN’s
statutory research tasks. And the trees are checked for
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diseases twice a year by the Dutch inspection service for
horticulture, NAK Tuinbouw. If you request material
from this gene bank, you know it will be healthy. And
you know exactly what you will get. A lot of mistakes are
made in the fruit world, and a lot of material gets sold
with the wrong label on it. I recently got a plum that was
labelled “double farmers’ white”, but it is now bearing
purple plums.’
REMOVING DUPLICATES
Old varieties sometimes go by dozens of different
names, a different one in every district. This causes a lot
of confusion. Everyone in the Netherlands knows the
goudreinette, for example, but this apple’s real name is
actually Schone van Boskoop. Rutten: ‘In the past three
years, NFN members have gone through the CGN collection and removed a lot of duplicates.’ To determine
old apple varieties, the experts pay attention to the
characteristic shapes of the tree, leaves and fruit, and
compare these with old illustrations such as those in
the standard work from 1758, Knoop’s Pomologia. Last
spring, too, leaf material from 670 trees was sent to an
institute that analyses DNA with a view to supporting
classifications with molecular research.
Rutten: ‘We’ve got an old standard apple orchard north
of Eindhoven, for example, that is now listed as heritage
by the municipality. If a tree gets blown down there –
and the trees are 120 years old now – we can ask the gene
bank for healthy grafting material from an old variety

GENETIC RESOURCES

‘Old varieties can be resistant
to all sorts of diseases’

that will thrive on sandy Brabant soils. Like the Brabant
Bellefleur or the Dirkappel. The latter is extremely
rare and next year we hope to add it to the gene bank
collection.’
Van Dooijeweert: ‘When the CGN took over the collection five years ago, there were still a lot of foreign
varieties in it that can be found in foreign gene banks as
well. A field collection is very expensive, so why would
we keep these varieties when that is being done well
somewhere else? We are working on rationalizing the
collection and we now concentrate on purely Dutch her-

itage, apart from a few wild relatives and a few ancestors
of today’s varieties from Kazakhstan. We are starting
with the rarest varieties, which are most at risk of dying
out. Last autumn, another 30 old Dutch varieties were
planted. Members of the NFN are tracking down the old
varieties and collecting grafting material from them. All
that is voluntary work. If we can get some more land in
Randwijk, we also want to plant old pear varieties, to
keep that heritage going as well.’ W
www.wur.eu/applecollection

THE FOUNDER OF
POMOLOGY
Johann Hermann Knoop, a horticulturalist who originally came
from Germany, is considered the
founder of pomology. He was the
first person to do highly systematic research into apple and other
fruit varieties, which he did on
the estate of the Frisian provincial governor stadtholder Johan
Willem Friso, near Leeuwarden.
He also enjoyed distilling brandy
from the apples and was sacked
for alcohol abuse around 1749.
He then turned to making a living
by writing scientific books, first
about botany and ornamental
gardening, and later about subjects such as mathematics and
astronomy. In his Pomologia of
1758, he describes and draws
more than 100 species of apple
that were successful at the time,
complete with lists of all the
names they go by. The book is
still on the market.
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‘Aanvankelijk waren het slechts
enkele slimme chicks die meededen’

LIFE AFTER WAGENINGEN

THE SUCCESS STORY OF THE STARTUP UNITED WARDROBE

‘A microcredit
paved the way to
millions of euros’
It is the dream of everyone starting a new business, and three

Wageningen students managed it: their company’s sales figures
have gone through the roof. Last year, the Lithuanian multinational
Vinted bought up their company, United Wardrobe – a kind of eBay
for second-hand clothes. ‘In a few years’ time less new clothing will
be needed; and we will have contributed to that. How cool is that?’
TEXT RENÉ DIDDE PHOTOGRAPHY JUDITH JOCKEL

S

juul Berden and Thijs Verheul were
only in the first months of their degree course in Business and
Consumer Sciences at Wageningen when
they discovered they would never be scientists. They wanted to go into business. ‘We
were fascinated by the up-and-coming companies of the time, such as Facebook and
Twitter. The incredible speed at which they
succeeded in bringing millions of people together through websites and apps, building
communities that way,’ recalls Berden.
Verheul was equally captivated by the fastgrowing companies that knew how to exploit
a gap in the market. ‘If they offer sustainable

or circular products, they have to be cheaper
and better than the standard products available. Then they can grow very big. So we
looked with admiration at Airbnb, which
grew at astonishing speed with its cheap
alternative to hotels.’
This budding entrepreneurial spirit inspired
by American successes developed slowly
until something ‘small’ happened in 2013.
Berden noticed that his sisters often swapped
clothes before they went out on a Friday
night. ‘They tried them on and compared
notes. After all, women generally like having
lots of clothes, and frequently wearing something new,’ says Berden. He thought up the

idea of an ‘online fashion community’ that
revolved around second-hand clothes and
was called United Wardrobe.
TACKLING FAST FASHION
‘I didn’t have any faith in Sjuul’s idea of a
virtual marketplace for second-hand clothing
at first,’ admits Verheul, who comes from
a business-minded family – ‘At secondary school, I bought scooters, did them up
and sold them again.’ But he soon saw the
potential for setting a transition in motion
with something as everyday as clothes. ‘Fifty
per cent of the clothes that are sold should
be second-hand. At that time, it had just be- >
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‘After the sale I had to wipe away quite a few tears’

come possible to sell concert tickets through
TicketSwap. That was a similar idea, really.’
United Wardrobe stood for countering the
fast turnover in clothing because of its environmental impact, and profiled itself with
the slogan ‘Fuck Fast Fashion’, which still
hangs on the wall of its former headquarters
in Utrecht. Berden was referred to as the hippy with the idea, Verheul was the hustler who
got thing organized, and they were joined
at a later stage by Thijs Slijkhuis, the hacker
who threw himself into the technology. From
2014, it didn’t take the trio long to build a
website along the lines of eBay on which
people offering and looking for clothes could
meet. A safe and visually attractive online
environment with good photos meant that
shoes, T-shirts and dresses changed hands
fast. ‘It was the norm on United Wardrobe
to provide good photos. Our algorithms
decided which photos were good and went at
the top of the page,’ says Verheul. ‘Originally
there were just a few clever chicks out of
our target group of 18 to 26-year-old women
joining in,’ says Berden. Men are not so
much part of the target group. ‘Men don’t
buy as many clothes. They wear trousers,
shirts or shoes for much longer, and quite
often until they are worn out.’
INFLUENCERS AND VLOGGERS
After their Bachelor’s degree, the men had
a gap year in which they perfected their payment system and made it easier to create ads,
so that users could upload a photo of their
Nikes with one click. Within a year, United
Wardrobes had clocked 30,000 users who had
downloaded the app and visited the website.
But the business really took off when they
thought of involving influencers and vloggers in their initiative. ‘They wear a lot of
different clothes. They tell their subscribers
about their ups and downs and express their
views every day,’ says Berden. ‘Of course, a
lot of people wanted an item of clothing that
idols such as Enzo Knol or Monica Geuze
had worn. Knol has a YouTube channel with
two million subscribers. Geuze has a chan-
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nel with videos in which she tells 500,000
subscribers about her daily life. Our sales
really went through the roof when they got
involved. We ended up selling more than
100,000 products per month.’
Berden and Verheul never went back to the
classroom, but Slijkhuis did complete his
Master’s degree. The trio made a good living
from 10 per cent of the price from the seller
and 1.99 euros in transaction costs from the
buyer. Sellers take care of postage and packaging themselves. At an average sales price
of 20 euros and 100,000 products sold per
month, you are talking about 400,000 euros
a month. There were no problems with malpractice. ‘If a product was disappointing, the
buyer could return it within three days,’ says
Berden. ‘Good quality goods are in both the
buyer’s and seller’s interests; quality control
is built into the system,’ adds Verheul.
TAKEOVER BY VINTED
At the end of 2020, the successful United
Wardrobe was bought up by the Lithuanian
company Vinted, the biggest online marketplace for second-hand clothes in Europe.
Vinted’s objectives are almost identical: to
earn money and to stimulate reuse. Berden
and Slijkhuis joined Vinted. ‘A marketplace
should be a magnet that attracts a lot of
people. When Vinted became active in the
Netherlands, we realized that two magnets
get in each other’s way,’ says Berden, as an
explanation for explaining the takeover. Thijs
Verheul stepped out of the business at that
point. ‘I’m not good at accepting authority,
I want to go on doing my own thing and be
my own boss. Sjuul and Thijs want to get
the maximum out of it and go on learning
about the ins and outs of fast-growing tech
companies.’
Promoting the use of second-hand clothes
is a noble cause. Do you have clear-cut
views on the often controversial labour
conditions and environmental pollution in
the sector?
Berden: ‘Solid facts and figures on the la-

SJUUL BERDEN (29)
Co-founder of United Wardrobe,
now a product director for
second-hand clothing at Vinted
Degree: WUR BSc Business
and Consumer Sciences 2014.

LIFE AFTER WAGENINGEN

bour conditions are lacking, actually. You
hear different things from different sources.
The situation in factories and workshops in
Bangladesh is said to be improving. But others don’t share that view.’
Verheul: ‘We did produce reports last year giving broad environmental audits on clothing
use, including delivery. In terms of production
and transport, second-hand clothing is better,
of course. United Wardrobe scored the best
and especially so when buyers pick up the
goods themselves from collection points.’
Berden: ‘It’s difficult for us to do anything
about the environmental impact of things like
water consumption and pesticide use in cotton
cultivation. I see that as the job of government.
Consumers, including the young, mainly
want to buy clothes as cheaply as possible. If
H&M were to opt for exclusively sustainable
clothes, they would become more expensive.
As a result, even more people would shop at
Primark. The government could regulate that
with things like import tariffs.’
Verheul: ‘And yet old clothes are always available! I think in the long term this leads to
lower production of new clothing and less
waste and pollution. How cool is that, that
we have contributed to that!’

THIJS VERHEUL (29)
Co-founder of United Wardrobe,
now an independent
entrepreneur and the author of
the book Voor hoeveel heb je
het verkocht (How much did you
sell it for)?
Degree: WUR BSc Business
and Consumer Sciences 2014.

Thanks to your successful idea, you left
university after a Bachelor’s degree. What
did you get out of Wageningen?
Berden: ‘Although science is not my thing, I
do think Wageningen has a great university.
The standard of research is high. But in
those days, there was no spirit of enterprise
yet, and no group of successful entrepreneurs to fall back on. Still, we did get support
from StartLife, the organization that helps
innovative startups. We applied for a microcredit of 5000 euros, and they gave us 7500.
“Do some proper testing,” they told us. “You
don’t have to pay it back if you are unable
to.” You see, that gives you some room to
manoeuvre, and a little push. And we sure
did pay it back.’
Verheul: ‘That microcredit paved the way
for the millions of euros we made later.

Wageningen was important. I still use
course books about economic miscalculations that led to projects such as the NorthSouth line going ahead in spite of exceeding
their budgets by millions. Or the hellish
Decision Science course about how to maximize your profits.’
What does your future look like? Have you
become millionaires?
Berden: ‘I still find it fascinating to work
in the fashion industry and improve the
world of fashion. I’m in the right place.
With United Wardrobe, we worked with 40
people in the Netherlands, last year there
were 500 of us working for Vinted, and this
year there are already 1000 worldwide. We
operate in 13 countries. The expectation is
that second-hand clothing will continue to
be a trending growth market for the next 10
years,’ says Berden, who wants to conquer
Canada together with Slijkhuis. He declines
to answer the question as to whether the trio
are millionaires. ‘If you go into business,
you always stand a chance of success. If you
do nothing, you won’t have any successes. If
you want to win the lottery, you have to buy a
lottery ticket first.
Verheul: ‘Last year I wrote a book called
How much did you sell it for? That’s a question
I’m not supposed to answer because it’s
competition-sensitive information. I’m selfpublishing the book because publishers only
give you a tiny percentage in royalties. I’m
also investing in startups and I’m interested
in investing in blockchain technology. I think
it’s a method of distributing wealth more
fairly in the world.’
Do you miss each other?
Berden: ‘I still see Thijs regularly and we talk
on the phone a lot. He’s a real entrepreneur
who likes to do everything himself.’
Verheul: ‘I must say, I have wiped away many
a tear. We were like family for seven years.
Having a beer together on a Friday afternoon.
Helping each other with bidding on a house
or arranging a mortgage. I do miss that.’ W
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FRIENDS OF UFW:

‘The future belongs
to the young’
Through their membership of Friends of UFW, alumni support
activities for students and recent graduates that help them
get ready for the job market. ‘You should spend your money
on the things that are the best investment.’
TEXT ANJA JANSSEN PHOTO’S GUY ACKERMANS

L

ast summer, hydrologist Peter La
Follette received University Fund
Wageningen’s Thesis Award. He
earned this distinction with his Master’s
thesis on reducing the number of errors in
hydrological models. ‘I’m delighted that my
research is recognized in this way,’ says La
Follette, who graduated cum laude and is
now living and working in the US.
‘Knowing you could win this prize gives
you extra motivation when you’re writing
your thesis.’
The Thesis Award is an annual accolade
for WUR students who have written an
excellent Master’s thesis (graded 9 or
above). It is one of the activities made
possible by the Friends of UFW, an initiative
that arose in October 2020 when the alumni
association KLV was dissolved. The Friends
support activities for students and young
alumni, some of which were supported
by KLV in the past. Besides the Thesis
Award, this includes network meetings,
competitions in which students come
up with innovative solutions to societal
problems, and training courses to prepare
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students and young alumni for the job
market. The Friends also put 10,000 euros
into the emergency fund for students that
was established during the Covid crisis.
JOB PROSPECTS
Partly thanks to a round of phone calls
with ex-KLV members, there are already
nearly 1000 Friends of UFW. One of them
is Lidwine Delleart (WUR, Plant Breeding
1972), a senior expert with development
organization PUM Netherlands. Over
her long career, she worked in numerous
management positions, such as director of
Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and director
of seed production at what was then De
Ruiter. ‘I’ve been a member of KLV ever
since I graduated. I think it’s a pity the
alumni association was dissolved but
I’m glad UFW is now ensuring that the
activities for students and recent graduates
continue. It was an obvious step for me to
become a Friend of UFW and support those
activities financially.’
Dellaert thinks it’s important to help
students and recent graduates get ready

UNIVERSITY FUND WAGENINGEN

Competitions encouraging students to come up with innovative solutions to societal issues are supported by Friends of UFW.

for the job market, and to actively nudge
them to join alumni networks. ‘Because
it can increase their chances of getting a
job and they will benefit from it in their
work.’
SHARING EXPERIENCE
For freelance consultant Han Swinkels
(WUR Zootechnics 1988), it was obvious
that he would join the Friends of UFW.
As the last chair of KLV, he was closely
involved in the development of the
initiative. ‘The project team for dissolving
KLV came up with the idea. Lots of KLV
members have been loyal to their alma
mater for many years, and we thought
it would be a very nice way for them to
continue expressing that loyalty through
some kind of membership.’
For Swinkels, this is a friendship for life.
‘It’s just like my old football club, that I’ve
belonged to for 51 years. Why? Because
I had a good time there. The same very
much applies to my time in Wageningen.
That period was incredibly formative in
making me the person I am now.’

Swinkels also sees a role for the Friends
in giving workshops and helping students
and young alumni via their networks. ‘I
hope the student committee of the UFW,
which organizes the activities programme
for final-year students, will make use of
the Friends network and approach alumni
to get them to do some sessions now and
then.’
Swinkels himself gave a workshop on
networking, for instance. ‘That was
fantastic. There were about 30 final-year
students there, from all over the world. I
shared my experience with them and of
course I hope that they got something out
of it. I really enjoy that kind of interaction
with young people. What is more: you
should spend your money on the things
that are the best investment. The future
belongs to the young. I hope they will
think back to this when they get older and
are comfortably off.’
American graduate Peter La Follette is
grateful to all the donors. And not just
because he was so pleased to win the
prize. ‘I am working on hydrological

models now at the American firm Lynker
Technologies. At my job interview I could
tell them about how I won the Thesis
Award. They reacted very positively to that.
The prize could well have contributed to
their decision to hire me.’ W

FRIENDS
OF UFW
Wageningen alumni can join the
Friends of UFW for a contribution
starting at five euros a month. From
120 euros a year, there is the option
of making a tax-deductible multi-
annual donation. On Friends Day,
members can meet up and also
get to know various projects and
students. Friends receive a newsletter and a welcome gift on joining.
Info: www.universityfundwageningen.
eu/friendsofufw
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WAGENINGEN EXPERIENCE DAY

Roaming the virtual campus
Nearly 900 alumni toured a digital campus on Wageningen Experience Day. They
paid virtual visits to the buildings and were brought up to date with Wageningen’s
research. The idea is that the annual event will grow into a festival for more and
more target groups.

Alumna Helma Slierendrecht (WUR
Biology 1990) found the virtual campus
a nice way to see what was going on in
Wageningen. ‘I’ve lived and worked in
Denmark since 1990. The virtual guided
tour was great, especially as I haven’t yet
seen the new campus in real life. I would
like to take a look when I’m next in the
Netherlands.’
The Wageningen Experience Day is the
new version of the Alumni Open Day,
which has been held annually since 2019.
This year, it took the form of an online
event with a live programme centred on
the theme of ‘Finding answers together
to global challenges’. People could attend
lectures virtually in the various buildings
on campus. For example, professor of
Plant Ecology and Nature Conservation
Liesje Mommer talked about declining
biodiversity, ERRAZE@WUR programme
manager Joukje Siebenga discussed the
research on preventing pandemics and
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climate programme leader Tim van Hattum
spoke about nature-based solutions to
climate problems. Visitors were also able
to meet the experts in real time and talk to
them.
The organizer Nieske Castelein got positive
reactions about the digital campus. ‘We
are the first Dutch university to have such
a platform. One of the aims was to reach
young alumni and we definitely succeeded
in that. We had far more people in their

Wageningen
Experience Day

Wageningen Campus

twenties and thirties than with the old-style
Alumni Open Day.’
‘Unfortunately, the reunions for the
cohorts of 25 and 50 years ago were less
successful,’ says Castelein. ‘The tool we
had on the platform for this didn’t work
well enough. We plan to have in-person
reunions again next year.’ The Experience
Day in 2022 will be a hybrid event, Covid
permitting. ‘We also want to gradually
expand the event and turn it into a festival
for more and more target groups, such as
WUR’s business contacts.’
‘I took part in the online sessions on land
and water management,’ says M. ShariotUllah (WUR International Land and Water
Management 2016) from Bangladesh. ‘In
addition, I did a virtual tour of my favourite
building, the Forum, and the new buildings
Aurora and Omnia. I was also impressed
by the carillon. I didn’t feel I was drifting
virtually.’
Info: www.wur.eu/wed

ALUMNI

TRAINING

WUR CONNECT

Student board members get
business skills training
In October, nearly 100 Wageningen students who are on the boards of over
20 organizations met up on campus for skills training sessions given by
alumni and others. The skills could be useful in board work, in entrepreneurial
activities and in their careers.
The Business Skills Programme, which
was made possible by the Friends of UFW
(University Fund Wageningen), is an
initiative of the Wageningen Ambassadors,
says the organizer Jacintha Verhoef. ‘These
prominent alumni saw that Wageningen
graduates tend to lack certain business
skills. They want to teach them these skills
through this programme.’
For the first time since the start of the
coronavirus crisis, the UFW Business
Skills Programme could take place. The
student board members received training
in effective meetings from meetings expert
Rob de Haas, and training in networking
and dealing with stress from the alumni

and Wageningen Ambassadors Gerda
Feunekes, director of the Netherlands
Nutrition Centre, and Jan Karel Mak,
director of the Deerns engineering firm
and chair of UFW.
Alysha Hendriksen, who chairs the
Wageningen youth organization Aiesec,
seized the opportunity to learn to hold
more effective meetings. ‘I will definitely be
using the tip of giving each board member
a minute to express their opinion before
taking a decision. The evening was also a
nice opportunity to meet the other boards,
which was both educational and incredibly
sociable.’
Info: www.universityfundwageningen.eu

WUR Connect is
the Wageningen
online alumni platform for all alumni,
students and staff
of University & Research. A platform
where they can get back in touch
with old university mates or lend fellow Wageningers a hand with finding
an internship, professional information, a mentorship or a job.

More than 9000 members
WUR Connect currently has 9416
members. The vast majority (7657)
are alumni, but students find their
way to the platform too (1185), as
do WUR employees (422).

Country groups
PHOTO GUY ACKERMANS

All around the world, alumni on WUR
Connect form country groups. There
are currently more than 50 active
country groups in which alumni
meet, exchange experiences and
organize activities.

Career Fair

LABOUR MARKET

Careers survey among alumni
The five-yearly career survey, which considers the position of Wageningen alumni in
the labour market, is due to be held again
this winter. Graduates and former PhD
students from 1980 onwards will be sent
an email inviting them to answer questions
about their work, salary and career plans.
‘The data is used for various purposes,’
says labour market employee Silvia Blok
of WUR. ‘For example, Wageningen
University & Research passes the labour

market information on to students and
schoolchildren choosing their degree subjects, while programme directors use the
information to monitor and improve the
alignment between the degree programme
and the labour market.’
The survey will be carried out by IVA
Onderwijs in Tilburg in collaboration with
WUR. The results are expected after the
summer of 2022.
Info: Silvia.Blok@wur.nl

In the Malaysia country group, for
example, alumnus Matthijs van
Wagtendonk, WUR Agricultural
Engineering, reports on a virtual
South East Asia Career Fair that was
jointly organized on 6 November
by Nuffic (NESO), the ASEAN Dutch
Chamber Network (ADCN) and the
Dutch embassy in Indonesia.
For activities, career opportunities
and fellow students or alumni all
around the world, go to:
www.wurconnect.nl
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Seetharam Annadana PhD, WUR

Biotechnology 1997, has been appointed to
chair the Asia & Pacific Seed Association’s
advisory group on Education and
Development. 27 September 2021.
Rob Bakker, WUR Agrotechnology 1990,

has been appointed lector in the new lectorate of Food Production in a Circular
Economy, at HAS University of Applied
Sciences. 1 September 2021.

theme director at the Top Institute Food &
Nutrition (TiFN). She will continue to work
at NIZO as well. 1 August 2021.
Bob Keurentjes MSc, WUR Animal

Sciences 2017, is the new chair of the
Gelderland young agriculturalists’ association Gelders Agrarisch Jongeren Kontakt
(GAJK). 28 September 2021.
Mathijs van Leeuwen PhD, WUR Rural

Development Studies 1999, has been
appointed professor of Peace & Conflict
Studies at Radboud University in Nijmegen.
1 September 2021.
Charadutt Mishra PhD, WUR PhD 2001,
PHOTO MAURITS GIESEN

received the Ecological Engagement Award
from the British Ecological Society for
his work as director of the Snow Leopard
Trust. 15 October 2021.

Prof. Arie Oskam, WUR Agricultural

Economics 1971, emeritus professor of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Policy,
was appointed Honorary Fellow of the
European Association of Agricultural
Economists. 29 August 2021.
Jeroen Pullens MSc, WUR Biology

2012, was appointed Assistant Professor
of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Agriculture at Aarhus University in
Denmark. 1 October 2021.
Nora Sutton PhD, WUR PhD 2014, associate

professor at WUR, has been awarded a Vidi
grant of 800,000 euros for research into the
use of natural micro-organisms in groundwater for breaking down micro-pollution
for the production of drinking water. 14 July
2021.
Prof. Louise Vet, emeritus professor of

Hendrik Oosterveld MSc, WUR Agricultural

Prof. Imke de Boer,
WUR Zootechnics 1989, professor of
Livestock & Sustainable Food Systems,
has received a Ribbon of Honour for sustainability. This honour goes to people
who have distinguished themselves by
their efforts for sustainability. The jury
praised De Boer as a rigorous thinker
and doer whose inspiring ideas are helping make food systems more sustainable
globally. 7 September 2021.

Engineering 1974, was elected to the board
of the EUROPARC Federation, an umbrella
organization for nature reserves in 37 countries. 5 October 2021.

Evolutionary Ecology at WUR, ex-director of
NIOO-KNAW, received an honorary doctorate from the University of Geneva for her
work on ecology and sustainability.
15 Ocktober 2021.

Marjolein Helder PhD, WUR Environmental

Sciences 2008, has won a grant of 2.5 million euros from the European Innovation
Council for the company Plant-e. The funding is for further developing sensors that
run on electricity from live plants so they can
be launched on the market. 14 October 2021.
Jaap van Hierden MSc, WUR Agricultural

and Environmental Economics 1990, has
been appointed UN Resident Coordinator in
Micronesia by the Secretary General of the
UN, António Guterres. He is also responsible for UN programmes in Kiribati, the
Marshall Islands, Nauru and Palau.
1 October 2021.
Alwine Kardinaal PhD, WUR Human

Nutrition 1984, in now Healthy Nutrition
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Sterrin in Expedition Robinson
Reptile expert Sterrin Smalbrugge MSc, WUR Forest and Nature Conservation 2018, a PhD
student in WUR’s Wildlife Ecology and Conservation group, joined Expedition Robinson
this year. Expedition Robinson is a Dutch TV programme in which a group of Dutch celebrities take part in a knock-out competition on a desert island. ‘As an über-introvert, I never
thought I would dare to live with other people so intensively,’ says Smalbrugge. ‘When I was
asked to participate, it was a dream come true. I love nature and survival with a passion, but
my main reason for deciding to take part was that I wanted to challenge myself socially.’ She
presents a children’s programme called ‘Reptile-mad’, and she has also written a book, and
tours the Netherlands with a show featuring reptiles.

ALUMNI

PHOTO ALBERT SIKKEMA

Bamboo greenhouse for Nepal

Martien Beek, PhD WUR Plant Breeding

1974 (on the left in the photo) and
Professor Gerard Bot, WUR PhD 1983,
emeritus professor of Applied Physics
at WUR, have developed a new type of
greenhouse for Nepal. Beek has been
teaching market gardeners there for years
about how to boost production and reduce
pesticide use. When Bot joined a course
in 2019, a problem came to light: the
greenhouses in use, which were built to
an Indian design, get too hot. There is not
enough wind in Nepal and therefore not

enough ventilation.
Time for a new design, thought the two
retired Wageningers. They put the design –
in bamboo, the cheapest building material
in Nepal – in the hands of students from
Eindhoven, while WUR Greenhouse
Horticulture did the calculations for
the ventilation. Because of the Covid-19
crisis, the prototype – a half-sized scale
model – was erected on the campus in
Wageningen. Beek and Bot hope to build a
demonstration and training greenhouse in
Nepal next year.

Plans for land and water management network
M. Shariot-Ullah from

Bangladesh wants to
set up an International
Land and Water
Management network
for Wageningen alumni. ‘I hope to achieve excellent collaboration
between WUR alumni around the world
working in this field,’ says Shariot-Ullah.
He personally completed his Master’s in
International Land and Water Management
in 2016 and he is currently an assistant

professor in irrigation and water management at Bangladesh Agricultural University.
The platform is mainly intended for recent
graduates and young alumni. ‘But highly
motivated individuals of any age who want
to inspire younger alumni are also most welcome,’ says the man behind the initiative.
Shariot-Ullah will first set up an online
platform for the international network.
Alumni interested in the initiative can send
him an email.
Info: msu_iwm@bau.edu.bd

IN MEMORIAM
Alumni and current and former employees of
Wageningen University & Research who have
recently passed away.

Mr M. Aardema MSc, WUR Agricultural
Economics 1954. 3 November 2021.
Mr H.A.G. Braam MSc, WUR Food Technology
1973. 12 January 2021.
Prof. A. van den Brink, WUR Land and Water
Management 1978. 21 September 2021.
Ms F.H.J. Bremmers BSc, WUR Biology
2020. 7 September 2021.
Mr L.J. Brouwer MSc, WUR Agricultural
Engineering 1974. 13 October 2021.
Mr G.S. Budisatria PhD, WUR Animal
Sciences 2000. 4 November 2021.
Mr A. Evers MSc, WUR Zootechnics 1966.
2 September 2021.
Mr C. Glas MSc, WUR Zootechnics 1964.
26 September 2021.
Ms M.G. Goosen MSc, WUR Forestry 1968.
3 September 2021.
Mr W. de Groot MSc, WUR Tropical
Horticulture 1960. 11 February 2021.
Mr L. van den Hoonaard MSc, WUR Crop
Science 1954. 26 April 2021.
Mr D.G. Joustra MSc, WUR Molecular
Sciences 1987. 4 July 2021.
Ms N. Köster-Constandse MSc, WUR Tropical
Agricultural Economics 1957. 26 July 2021.
Ms R.E. Lansbergen-Overbeek MSc, WUR
Plant Breeding 1966. 4 August 2021.
Mr J.C. Logger MSc, WUR Agricultural
Economics 1956. 26 August 2021.
Mr M. Mesken MSc, WUR Plant Breeding
1968. 16 August 2021.
Prof. J.H.M. Metz, WUR Zootechnics 1969.
8 September 2021.
Mr G. Muggen MSc, WUR Western Rural
Sociology 1968. 23 July 2021.
Ms M.M.C.G. Peters PhD, WUR Food
Technology 1990. 11 August 2021.
Mr H. Rattink MSc, WUR Horticulture 1967.
10 August 2021.
Mr R. Reijnders MSc, WUR Tropical Plant
Breeding 1961. 1 July 2021.
Mr H.P. Rozeboom MSc, WUR Agricultural
Engineering 1972. 5 August 2021.
Mr R.H. Smedema MSc, WUR Food
Technology 1961. 30 April 2021.
Prof. L.P.M. Timmermans, former WUR
professor of Developmental Biology.
9 October 2021.
Prof. J.J.M. Vervoort, WUR Molecular
Sciences 1982. 19 July 2021.
Mr J. Vollema MSc, WUR Crop Science 1960.
18 May 2021.
Mr G.E.J.M. Willems MSc, WUR Zootechnics
1975. 16 February 2021.
If you would like to inform us of the death of a fellow
former student or relative, you can email alumni@
wur.nl or send a death announcement to the Alumni
Department, University Fund Wageningen, Droevendaalsesteeg 4, 6708 PB Wageningen, Netherlands
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Prize for research on wildfires
Cathelijne Stoof PhD, WUR Soil, Water and

PHOTO NOUT STEENKAMP

Atmosphere 2006, received the accolade ‘promising
young scientist’ from the International Association
of Wildland Fire. She received the award for her
interdisciplinary research on wildfires. ‘This is a
huge recognition of what I do,’ says Stoof. ‘The
interdisciplinarity that I’m aiming at is very badly needed
for us to be able to tackle international fire problems
internationally. This prize recognizes the approach.’ She
was nominated by colleagues in the field. Stoof is having
an impact internationally with her work, including the
PyroLife project, in which 15 PhD students from all over
Europe are being trained as fire research experts. ‘What
we want is a better understanding of how wildfires occur
and why they can become so extreme. We also want to
know how we can design the landscape and prepare the
population so we can anticipate fires.’

BOOKS

How much did you sell it for?
Thijs Verheul BSc, WUR Management,

Economics and Consumer Studies 2015, has
written a book about his business experience. In
2014 he and two fellow students at Wageningen
launched United Wardrobe: a platform for
buying and selling second-hand clothes. More
than six years later, they sold the company for
millions to Vinted, a larger company in the same
branch (see page 40). In Voor hoeveel heb je het
verkocht? (How much did you sell it for?), Verheul describes a
rollercoaster, from the initial idea to the sale of the company.
The reader is drawn into a world of seriously hard work, big
investments, the role of influencers, stress, insecurity and the
luck and stamina of a young team with a dream.
Verheul Publishers, 14.99 euros

pseudoscience were the order of the day.
De plantenjager uit Leningrad (The Plant Hunter of Leningrad),
Fresco’s first historical novel, narrates the hopes and despair of
a passionate man who, in the author’s view, was in many ways
on a par with major figures such as Darwin and Mendel. ‘What
fascinates me about it is the courage and loyalty of this scientist,
who remained faithful to his ideas in spite of all the setbacks
and opposition,’ says Fresco in Resource magazine. ‘And then
there was also the difficult relationship between independent
science and the regime. I wanted to show a wider audience how
complex and unpredictable the scientific path can be.’
Prometheus Publishers, 22.50 euros (ebook 13.99)

The ‘woefies’ and four more
children’s stories
Willy Chin Joe MSc, WUR Tropical

The Plant Hunter of Leningrad
In her latest book, WUR President Professor
Louise O. Fresco, WUR Non-Western Rural
Sociology 1976, has created a monument to
Nikolai Vavilov (1877-1943). In the early
twentieth century, this Russian botanist became
fascinated by the idea of improving agricultural
crops by crossing them with wild varieties, and
thus preventing famine. Under Stalin, however,
his original ideas did not take root: ideology and
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Agricultural Engineering 1974, has written
five fantasy-rich stories for primary school
children. In each story there are main
characters that children can identify with.
For example, a baby tiger that has lost its
mother, or a brother and sister who
encounter ‘woefies’ on the beach. A
recurring theme in this brightly illustrated
children’s book is the relationship between children and
animals or fantasy creatures.
BoekScout Publishers, 14.99 euro

THE SWITCH

‘Flying gives me a feeling of freedom’

Harold van Rijswijk,
KLM pilot
Food Technology,
1992

PHOTO HAROLD VAN RIJSWIJK

‘I had an incredibly good time in
Wageningen. I enjoyed living there and doing
sports there. I chose Food Technology because there was so much you could achieve
with it, but it was never my passion.
‘In my first job at a meat processing company,
I realized I wouldn’t work there till I retired. I
wanted to get out and about. In that period,
I made three trips with my brother, who was
a pilot with Martinair. When I saw behind the
scenes in that world, I thought it would really
suit me. It felt like a holiday. And that’s how I
ended up, after a stringent selection procedure, at the KLM Flight Academy in Eelde at
the age of 27.
‘I will have been working for KLM for 25 years
next year. I get a feeling of freedom from flying. It’s fake freedom because the KLM time
table decides where I’ve got to be, down to
the minute. But once I’m on board, I’m the
boss, and that feels very free. I don’t get into a
rut. It is tough, physically, because your biorhythm is constantly being disturbed. You have
to recover from that after every trip. Luckily
that goes smoothly for me.
‘There is something magical about flying.
There you are with a group of colleagues,
12 kilometres up in the air in an aluminium tube
full of passengers and fuel. You are dependent
on each other under constantly changing circumstances. I never take my work home. And
when I’ve been at home for a while, I’m always
eager to fly again. It’s part of my identity.’
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WAGENINGEN IN THE WORLD

Algal bloom on thousands of Chinese lakes is recorded
Lake Taihu, west of Shanghai, is plagued
by algae spreading at an extreme rate.
Lake Baiyangdian, south of Beijing, suffers
less from this problem in spite of having
more than twice the amount of nutrient
pollution to deal with. ‘When I visited Lake
Taihu, the water looked like thick pea
soup,’ says Annette Janssen of
Wageningen’s Water Systems and Global
Change chair group. Together with Dutch
and Chinese scientists, she has studied the

algal bloom in more than 19,000 Chinese
lakes and published an article on the study
in Water Research. Lake Taihu is very
large, and therefore very windy, something
aquatic plants cannot cope with. The
absence of plants enables algae to grow
unchecked. Other lake characteristics,
such as depth, temperature and soil
composition, also play a role in the lake’s
vulnerability to algal growth. ‘No two lakes
are alike,’ says Janssen. ‘And the great

variation makes management tricky.’ In
China, the most vulnerable lakes seem to
be those that lie relatively close to the sea.
‘And that’s where the pollution is worst,’
says Janssen. It is unfortunate that the
most vulnerable lakes should also be the
most polluted. ‘But now we know that, we
can gauge better what measures are
needed to keep the lakes clean or to clean
them up.’
Info: annette.janssen@wur.nl

